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Abstract

With the prevalence of toxicity becoming a growing issue in online video games, developers haveimplemented systems to combat this, with much of the focus being on moderation in the past.Nowadays, developers have started to restrict communication or offer alternative communica-tion options to free communication channels, like text chat and voice chat, so players do not feelpressured to use these channels and toxicity is perceived less frequently. However, whether ornot this actually reduces toxicity is only an assumption, an assumption that this a thesis aimedto check. Using a combination of literature research, a survey and drawing from my own experi-ence, I attempt to give an overview of existing communication features in games, survey player’sexperiences with them and see if there are any issues they face, give recommendations on how tofix them and see if there are any ways communication design actually may impact toxicity. Theresults of the survey show that players’ attitudes are quite neutral about this topic. That is not tosay they do not have concerns but these are quite specific. In this thesis, I attempted to gener-alise those issues to create specific recommendations, especially surrounding the integration oftools and specific control-related issues. Lastly, on the topic of toxicity, the answer is dependenton many factors, and can only really be answered in individual scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1. Background & MotivationIf I could get a euro for every time someone told me "Ilham, do not play this game, the commu-nity is really toxic", I would probably not be rich but it is still quite telling. Playing online videogames has had many positive impacts, both for myself as well as those reported by others, suchas gaining access to new communities of friends that have led to new experiences I would nothave had otherwise. Despite that, most people that often play video games are more than awareof the negative aspects that online gaming brings with them, to the point that these aspects,such as toxicity, are often treated with a sense of irony.
One way to define toxicity is a definition used by Juvrud in his thesis which is: “Player behaviour
that purposely disrupts another user’s experience and is perceived as hostile within a given
gaming community.” (Juvrud, 2020). This definition also reveals the issue with defining thisphenomenon. Toxicity is a problem in online gaming that is growing, despite efforts from gam-ing companies to curb it. How these negative behaviours are perceived varies and more oftenthan not, context is important in determining if an action is considered toxic or not. For exam-ple, a player repeatedly dying in a game of League of Legends could be accused of feeding theenemy, but a bad player is not necessarily toxic, they might be new or just...bad (Juvrud, 2020;Blackburn & Kwak, 2014). A line is drawn on intent, which can be hard to recognise when it isdifficult to communicate this intent. Furthermore, some people perceive toxicity more harshlythan others, which makes it hard to research this topic, because, from my experience on the in-ternet, it is easier to ignore toxicity than to actively engage with it, and the common idea is thatone just needs to "suck it up" to avoid being seen as too sensitive. As such, the line between whatis considered to be toxic and what is not can be very blurry.
Communication in cooperative online game settings, whether they have competitive aspectsto them or not, is very important for strategising during matches, but games also have a cer-tain social aspect to them. This is not just from personal experience, the ADL reports that 94%of young people and 89% of adults have made friends during their time playing games (ADL,n.d.-b). However, communication channels where free communication occurs, such as text andvoice chat, give rise to many opportunities for toxic conduct, to the point where muting thesechannels is an option in many games. Accounting for this toxicity and to also optimise com-munication between players, developers have started to introduce systems in their games thatallow for faster communication of commonly called out things, which are commonly referredto as a ping system. What this ping system tends to look like depends on the game, with somegames, like Apex Legends, having a ping system so comprehensive that it reduces the need touse other communication channels. More often than not, a ping system includes markers onthe map to indicate locations that are of interest, chat phrases and audio cues to indicate thestatus of a character’s health or abilities, and cues to indicate that a certain action is necessaryfor the team to perform (i.e. Fall Back! or Don’t attack this player!). There are some upsides tousing these different methods. Pings in League of Legends have been known to carry a benefitin terms of performance and considering that using text chat often means that focus is takenaway from the rest of the game, having quick options for simple phrases is quite beneficial inmany respects (Leavitt, Keegan, & Clark, 2016). However, there are some potential downsidesto these options. For example, some pings have been known to be used in ways they were notintended, either by users spamming them, or attributing new meanings to them. Furthermore,some games have opted to completely remove text and voice chat from the core of the game, or incertain gameplay instances, meaning that your ability to coordinate with your teammates nowexclusively depends on the comprehensiveness of the ping system in place (Türkay & Adinolf,2019).Furthermore, the question remains if the addition of a ping system is necessarily an anti-toxicitymeasure, and more broadly, if there is any relation between communication design in games and
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the prevalence of toxicity in those games. The reason for these questions is the release of Over-watch 2, the update to its popular predecessor. As part of the update, Blizzard added a bunchof new anti-toxicity measures collectively named the Defense Matrix. These measures includesystems to verify identity through SMS verification, automated toxicity detection, a redesignednew player experience, endorsements to good players, the removal of ranks, and most notablyfor this thesis, the removal of general chat and the addition of a ping system (Blizzard Enter-tainment, n.d.). With general chat being a disruptive channel, this decision as part of a systemof measures to reduce toxicity would make sense. But the assumption that a ping system willhelp toxicity in-game, is only an assumption and has not necessarily been validated.
1.2. Research questions and methodsThis thesis centers around answering the following research questions:

1. How is communication currently being facilitated in online video games?
2. How do players experience the use of communication mechanics in online video games?
3. How can communication mechanics be better integrated into games?
4. How does restricting communication, or providing alternatives through the use of a pingsystem, impact the prevalence of toxicity in-game?

The following table showcases the different questions and the ways in which I sought to answerthese questions during my thesis.
Research question Method
RQ 1 Literature Review & Game overviewRQ 2 SurveyRQ 3 SurveyRQ 4 Survey

Table 1.1: Table 1: Showcase of the methods used in this thesis per research question.
1.3. ContributionThis research contributes to other research on social features in online games, as well as researchon communication features in online games. With this research, I tried to give a better overviewof existing features in games, as well as draw a relationship between communication design andtoxicity.
1.4. Overview of this thesisChapter 2 will give an overview of the related research I read for this thesis. It will start with anoverview of what gaming culture entails and which online games are currently very popular inthis space. I will then go over some related research on toxicity as well as contributing factorsand solutions to this issue. Chapter 4 focuses on my research questions as well as the approach Itook to answer them. In chapter ?? I go over the qualitative and quantitative results of my thesis.Chapter 6 discusses these results and links them research and in chapter 7 I round the thesis offwith a conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
2.1. The online gaming space
2.1.1. The "gamer" identityGaming culture is not a monolith. Each game, server, clan or guild might have its own socialpractices and a shared online identity. Even outside of that, what it means to be a "gamer" dif-fers from person to person, let alone whether or not one accepts the label of a gamer (Vilasís-Pamos & Pires, 2022). Research on gamer identity construction has stipulated that with the startof the commercialisation of video games in the 1980s, the target demographic had been a white,heterosexual, adolescent male, at least in the West, and has largely been the demographic de-velopers cater to (De Grove, Courtois, & Van Looy, 2015; Howe, Livingston, & Lee, 2019). Thisstereotype persists to this day and might be a factor in explaining why this target group is morelikely to associate themselves with the label of a gamer, it might also be why many other demo-graphics that do not fit this stereotype do not necessarily want to identify themselves as a gamer(Bergstrom, Fisher, & Jenson, 2016; Kowert, Griffiths, & Oldmeadow, 2012). Subconsciously, itseems that there is a line that has been drawn between who is and who is not a gamer, basedon who they are and what games they play. For example, there are certain types of games thatare often considered more "hardcore" than others, and the players that play those games aremore often considered to be gamers than players that play more casual types of games (Eklund,2016; Poels, Annema, Verstraete, Zaman, & Degroof, 2012; Kuittinen, Kultima, Niemelä, & Paav-ilainen, 2007). This is further illustrated by the fact that women account for about half of videogame players, but because they tend to play more "casual" games, are not often consideredgamers (Gaming Statistics - TrueList 2022, 2022; Eklund, 2016; Poels et al., 2012; Kuittinen et al.,2007). Furthermore, there is a stigmatized aspect to playing video games, particularly for thosegrowing up in the 90s, that makes it harder for those that do not feel comfortable being labelledas "nerdy" or "geek" to identify as a gamer (Shaw, 2011; Bergstrom et al., 2016).
The gamer identity is an important topic in research, but also important in relation to researchon toxicity. However, as Grooten and Kowert note, the lack of consensus in research when itcomes to how gamer identities are formed is troubling (2015). The 2014 Gamergate controversyis often used to highlight how the changing viewpoints on diversity and representation, partic-ularly of minority groups, are seen as an attack on traditional gamer culture (Mortensen, 2018).Anyone who falls outside of this norm is more likely to be targeted by some form of toxic be-haviour, particularly based on gender(-identity) (ADL, n.d.-b). On the other hand, research sug-gests that those that are part of an online community (e.g. a guild or raid group) are less likely topartake in problematic gaming habits and symptoms. As such, those within such a communityare more likely to feel and be protected from toxic behaviours (Pham, 2021). Women are slowlygetting more accepted within gaming spaces, online gaming channels can be a significant factorin increasing the well-being of players (Pham, 2021).
2.1.2. The gamesFor those unfamiliar with video games, it is important to break down this online gaming space togive a clearer picture of what it is that will be discussed all throughout this thesis. Video games asa medium are very diverse. Around 3 billion people worldwide play video games (Gaming Statis-
tics - TrueList 2022, 2022). This share of players multiplied quickly during the COVID-19 pan-demic, especially online (Gaming Statistics - TrueList 2022, 2022). In this context, online multi-player games were considered a pastime that could replace social activities and serve as digitalhangout spots (Truelist, 2022). Most developers for online games develop for PC primarily, how-ever, many players do not necessarily play on PC (Gaming Statistics - TrueList 2022, 2022). Mostgame studies, however, focus on PC gaming. Why this is, is hard to tell, but it could be becausethe types of games that are often investigated in game studies are primarily available on PC.For this thesis, we will be looking at games from a few different genres. Currently, most gamesthat are used in research on the topic of toxicity have Player vs Player (PvP) elements to them.
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The genre that is most commonly studied is the Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) genre,but genres such as First Person Shooters and Battle Royale Style shooters are also incredibly pop-ular genres. Games with PvP elements generally have players play matches in teams of four orfive players, the exception being Battle Royale games like Fortnite, where you can opt to play onyour own instead of playing as part of a team. This means that there is an element of cooperationin these games. Being able to coordinate and communicate with teammates is incredibly impor-tant for winning a match, as one player can be very impactful in shifting the balance between ateam winning or losing. Most of these games give options for playing with friends or playing inmatched parties, where you play with other random players. How the matching is done dependson the game and the particular game mode that you are playing in. Games such as League ofLegends and Overwatch II have competitive game options, where you are matched with peoplebased on your skill level.Player vs Enemy (PvE) games are games where you play with a group of players with the pur-pose of completing an in-game objective. Largely what this comes down to is players bandingtogether to defeat an in-game boss or another type of enemy. In this setting, your performance inrelation to your teammates is incredibly important, mostly because one death or mistake mightruin the entire team’s progress. In many of these games, there is an emphasis on completinggame mechanics in a certain manner with the rest of your teammates, for example by coordi-nating positions or determining which enemy needs to be killed first. Team sizes are often a lotlarger than what you will find in your average MOBA or FPS game, with 8 to 48-player groupsnot being uncommon. The most popular genre is the Massively Multiplayer Online Role PlayingGame (MMORPG).MMORPGs are often researched when it comes to social interactions and communication pat-terns, but research on the relationship between these patterns and toxic behaviour is scarce(Achterbosch, Miller, & Vamplew, 2017). Furthermore, competitiveness is often defined as adriving factor for toxic behaviour, which will be discussed at length later on in this chapter. Per-sonal experience, as well as limited research on MMORPGs, suggests that toxic behaviour doestake place in games that are not necessarily competitive and that there may be some overlapbetween toxic behaviour in PvP and PvE settings (Achterbosch et al., 2017; Barnett, Coulson, &Foreman, 2010). But why this toxicity occurs and what motivates people to be toxic in PvE gamesis a question in and of itself that has not been conclusively answered yet. There are those, suchas Daniel Fu, that suggest that toxicity in MMORPGs, because of their PvE design, rarely occurs(Fu, n.d.). However, raiding in MMOs can be a competition to some. During raids, doing dam-age is incredibly important, and every role has to do its fair share. However, most games do notexplicitly showcase this, which is why tools have been designed, both by developers themselvesbut also by players to showcase the contribution each player makes to the raid. These damagemeters or DPS meters will show how much damage players do, how much healers heal for andhow much damage tanks take compared to other players, among other things (Kelly, Watts, &Payne, 2016). However, such damage meters can also cause some toxicity, with people gettingcalled out and excluded if their performance is not up to par (Valanne, 2020).
2.2. Toxicity in gamingIn the context of online gaming, toxicity is a term used to describe a variety of negative be-haviours including but not limited to harassment, flaming, trolling, and cheating during games.The term "toxic" is very ambiguous (Laumann, 2021). You will find that different researchersand companies have other definitions of this term and other umbrella terms that are used inter-changeably to indicate toxic conduct, such as griefing. Some researchers will go as far as to definetoxic behaviour for the specific context that is being written about, such as how Kou defines tox-icity in the context of League of Legends (Kou, 2020). Specific terms have been used as an alter-native to the word "toxic". The Fairplay alliance, a partnership between 200 game companies,uses disruptive behaviour to describe all negative behaviours. Ubisoft uses the terms toxicityand disruptive behaviour interchangeably (Ubisoft, 2022). The ADL distinguishes between twomain types of behaviour, disruptive behaviour and harmful behaviour (ADL, n.d.-a). Disruptivebehaviour is used as an all-encompassing term to refer to conduct that does not align with the
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norms set by players and the community. Most disruptive behaviour arises from mismatchedexpectations between groups of players, such as an expectation of skill or play style. This be-haviour can be unintentional, but can still be negatively perceived by those involved. However,disruptive behaviour also includes previously described actions and more harmful behaviourssuch as sending out hateful messages or threats of violence. Harmful conduct is seen as a subsetof disruptive behaviour. This term describes conduct that causes significant harm to players orthose around them in different ways.For the purpose of uniformity, this thesis will be using the terms toxicity and toxic behavioursimilar to how Juvrud defined the terms (Juvrud, 2020). Since this thesis also does not dealwith creating a taxonomy of different toxic behaviours, it will also deal with these different tax-onomies without too much depth.Toxic behaviour shows up in different ways. There have been a few attempts of distinguishingtypes of toxic behaviour from one another (ADL, n.d.-a; Kou, 2020; Kowert, 2020; Deslauriers,Lafrance St-Martin, & Bonenfant, 2020). Toxic behaviour comes up in both verbal and non-verbal ways. The ADL (ADL, n.d.-a) has quite a complex categorisation of toxic behaviours, butsome of the terms used are too broadly defined (e.g. anti-social actions) and could be used in-terchangeably with other terms. Kou categorised toxic behaviour in League of Legends, a verypopular MOBA. Their taxonomy includes five different toxic behaviours. They do this from theviewpoint that toxic behaviour is a situated action, which refers to the idea that human actorsare not isolated from, but reflect on the contexts that the actions are performed (Kou, 2020).The categories used in this paper are also very all-encompassing and broad, and while it couldbe argued that some of these categories are universally seen across different online gaming gen-res, the context of this paper is very specific to this particular game and competitive games ingeneral. Kowert’s categorisation is more specific and includes both verbal and behavioural be-haviours. Whilst some of the categories (e.g. doxxing, hate raiding and swatting) are more preva-lent outside of the game setting, such as through the use of streaming platforms and other socialmedia, this community-inspired list is quite up-to-date and includes actions not often found inother literature. (Kowert, 2020).
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Figure 2.1: Kowert’s categorisation of toxic actions in games. The paper categorises based on ifan action is verbal or behavioural and strategic (thought through) or transient (committed inthe moment) (Kowert & Cook, 2022)
Toxicity is seen as a huge issue in the video game industry. According to the ADL, an overwhelm-ing majority, about 80 percent, of Americans experience some form of it whilst playing gamesonline. Most players reported being victims of harassment, in any form (ADL, n.d.-b). Accord-ing to a study by Zsila et al. male players were 4.90 times more likely to be targets of toxicity and2.81 times more likely to participate in it (Zsila, Shabahang, Aruguete, & Orosz, 2022). Thesestatistics seem to not correspond to those reported by the ADL. As when their survey looked atspecific types of hate and harassment, they tended to be targeted, based on gender(-identity),race or disability status. Zsila suggests that this might be because women and LGBTQ+ playerstend to be more anonymous when playing, being very careful about how they conduct them-selves while playing, what they share about themselves, and who they play with. Players alsoreported changing aspects of their in-game character, to avoid being harassed (ADL, n.d.-b).Toxic behaviour has many consequences, for both players and developers alike. Players tend tostop playing when (repeatedly) getting exposed to toxic behaviour online. They will also tend toavoid certain games for fear of being targeted by toxic behaviour. For players, the consequencesare almost always negative. Those who are repeatedly victimised by toxic behaviour reportedmore symptoms of depression and Internet gaming disorder than those who did not (Zsila etal., 2022). Strategies to cope and deal with toxic behaviour vary. Most commonly, players tend toavoid confrontation with toxic players and ignore it, or mute players or entire chats so as not tohave to deal with toxicity. Players tend to not always report toxicity. In both surveys I looked at,by the ADL and by Passmore and Mandryk, around 10 percent of participants would report toxicbehaviour when it happened to themselves. Reports on toxicity that are not necessarily targetedat oneself are reported on even less frequently (ADL, n.d.-b; Passmore & Mandryk, 2020). Rea-sonable explanations for this could include a bystander effect, or group favouritism if the toxic
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player is from an allied team. What is being reported is also important to note. Offensive or abu-sive language tends to be the most reported type of toxic behaviour by most players (Blackburn& Kwak, 2014). Kwak et al. note that in League of Legends players in South Korea tend to morefrequently report in-game behaviours that affect the results of the match, such as intentionalfeeding (killing off your character in-game to assist the enemy team) (Kwak, Blackburn, & Han,2015). Flores’ survey also showed that in-game behaviours such as cheating and intentionalfeeding that use game mechanics to intentionally be toxic are considered the most annoyingby players (Romo Flores, 2020). Since most games allow the option to mute chat, it can be easilyignored, but a player constantly dying is not as easily ignored and directly affects the gameplayof the other players in a team (Laumann, 2021). There seems to be a general lack of faith in re-porting toxic players. Most of this lack of faith boils down to there being a lack of transparencyfrom the developers’ side on how the reports are being handled and disagreements on how toxicplayers should be dealt with (Pohjanen, 2018). Furthermore, how toxicity is perceived by playersvaries highly (Pohjanen, 2018). Toxicity seems to be largely normalised in gaming communities(Beres, Frommel, Reid, Mandryk, & Klarkowski, 2021). But for many players, there are also lev-els of toxicity, which will determine how they deal with being victimised by it (Pohjanen, 2018).These differences in perception, as well as this lack of faith in systems that are currently in place,pose a mighty challenge for developers to tackle it.
2.2.1. Contributing factors and causesIn recent years, researchers have sought to define underlying causes of toxicity, focusing on be-havioural theory, game design, and industry practices. Toxicity is very vague by nature and thereare many ways players can behave negatively in-game. However, it is possible to break downsome of these factors into a couple of central themes.

1. Game Design How a game is designed is an important factor in how toxic behaviour mani-fests. This starts with the design process. Gaming culture and its practices have been largelystatic and normalised. This also goes for toxic behaviour as well. Co-creation, where fans ofa certain game studio or game are invited to help work on a new game or in-game concept,is quite commonplace in the gaming industry (Schütler, Waldkirch, Burmeister-Lamp, &Auernhammer, 2022). With that being said, it can be argued that this practice makes iteasier to pass down toxic gaming practices to new games, essentially keeping them alive.Furthermore, recently developed and released games and their developers are more likelyto get toxic comments and reviews, leading to less community involvement from devel-opers as well as long update cycles. This might result in a cycle of negative behaviour asslower update cycles mean that players will keep experiencing bugs and issues that thegame might have for long periods of time (Schütler et al., 2022).
Competitiveness has also been considered a large factor when it comes to enabling toxicbehaviour, similar to how un-sportsman-like behaviour is prevalent in competitive sports(Fu, n.d.). It is suggested that toxicity mostly happens in the heat of the moment. However,as has been suggested by Kowert, strategic forms of toxic behaviour are also prevalent, andwhilst some of these behaviours happen outside of the game, flaming, spamming, and in-hibiting behaviours are in-game tactics. Competitiveness does fuel quite a few negativeemotions, especially for new players who are trying to find their footing in a game and donot know all the practices and rules (Kou, 2020). Veteran players also tend to be more toxicthan newer players (Shen et al., 2020). There is an argument to be made that these sameemotions can be drawn out by non-competitive PvE games (Achterbosch et al., 2017). Theymay produce less toxic communities overall, as Fu states, but there are elements withinraiding that can be quite competitive (Chen, 2009).
There are also ways that games can enable toxic behaviour, even if they do not necessarilyintend to. In his book The Toxic Meritocracy of Video Games: Why Gaming Culture is theWorst, Cristopher A. Paul argues that most games are inherently designed to be merito-cratic (Paul, 2018). Conversely, games that have meritocratic elements are considered more"real" than games that do not have these elements. For example, quite a few game gen-res revolve around completing small, repetitive tasks, often on a daily basis. This "grind"
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is rewarded and encouraged by video game developers through the ability to attain newskills, currency, and items. Another example would be the levelling process in League ofLegends. When players kill opponents from another team or other mobs, they accumu-late experience points and resources. Hence, if a certain team is better at killing the otherteam, it will shift the balance towards the better team from the beginning. This makes itpretty clear who is going to win. This triggers the feeling of powerlessness and perceivedloss (Kou, 2020), even if the balance could be shifted later on. Paul also argues that disci-plining players and finding new ways of doing so points to greater problems in the gamethat should be fixed. The process of balancing the game, to create an environment whereonly skill matters, creates an environment where certain optimised modes of play are en-couraged (metagaming). It also creates a culture where only those with skill are expectedto be rewarded, and where games that try to make a match interesting for all players, suchas the use of the blue shell in Mario Kart, are seen as unfair. This constant need for balanceis also the reason why certain characters are effectively banned from competitive play, inan effort by developers and players to keep everything fair and not let "broken" charactersor team compositions win out constantly.
2. Communication mismatch Despite the most popular and most researched games beingcompetitive, these competitive games usually have an element of teamwork to them. Forexample, MOBA’s are played in a team of five players, Overwatch II has similar team sizes.MMORPG’s such as FFXIV and World of Warcraft, which are more collaborative in nature,can have even larger team sizes. Savage and Ultimate raids in FFXIV have raid groups of 8people. Larger group sizes are usually reserved for more casual content, however, there aretwo higher-end raids that can have 24 people at a time. World of Warcraft’s raids contain5-40 players at a time. Coordinating between these teammates requires adequate commu-nication channels and the use of those channels. Toxicity generally arises as a result of amismatch in expectations between players, and frustration about this mismatch. Theseexpectations can be about what strategy to use, team compositions, how to play a certainclass/role/character, and the list goes on (Kou, 2020). There is also an expectation of skill.Many competitive games have a ranking system, where you have to get through and wina number of games to move up the ranking. In these games, you are matched with peopleof a similar rank. This creates an expectation of skill that, if not matched, will inevitablylead to more toxic behaviour. Considering that a lot of games are team-based, individualplayers’ skill level is not the only factor when it comes to winning a game or beating a boss.Games that have no rank or skill matching, or where that is not even a possibility tend tohave even higher skill discrepancies and tenser environments.

As previously stated, effective collaboration between players can only be achieved if playersget the tools to do so. Furthermore, a lot of communication in-game is non-verbal, andplayers will have to understand these cues (Leavitt et al., 2016). For new players, this mightbe even harder, as whilst learning what type of play style, character or class fits you, you arealso having to keep in mind the different norms that the community enforces. A lot of thesenorms, such as the "meta" are implicit, the game itself does not tell you how to play it, it isthe community that plays the game that sets up these norms, such as which strategies touse, how to build classes, etc. (Paul, 2018; Köles & Péter, 2016; Donaldson, 2017).
3. Normalisation One thing to note is that what is considered toxic by one person, can beconsidered a normal day-to-day online interaction by another. But it can be concluded thattoxic behaviour in video gaming has become largely normalised, despite the growing con-cerns from academics, developers and other players. Toxicity is highly contagious, and be-ing subjected to or witnessing toxic behaviour and other players’ responses to it can have aneffect on one’s own perception of toxicity. Furthermore, as Shen et al. conclude, more vet-eran players tend to be more toxic than beginner players, just as Murnion et al. concluded ina similar study a few years prior (Shen et al., 2020; Murnion, Buchanan, Smales, & Russell,2018). As they state: "More experienced players seem to engage in similar levels of cyber-bullying to that of more junior players. It was notable however that this is not true for very
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new players suggesting that toxic behaviour is possibly a learned behaviour from other cy-berbullies." (Murnion et al., 2018). Shen et al. theorise that there are various reasons forthis. For one, experienced players have spent and invested a long time in the game, andhave largely learned and perhaps shaped the social norms. Furthermore, toxic behaviourin gaming has similar characteristics to cyber bullying, where differences in rank and sta-tus matter. As such, a player that has spent a significant time in a game to get certain ranksand statuses might look down on newer less experienced players. This might also makethem more impatient towards new players, and new players that push through these ex-periences and reach higher levels might develop similar feelings that these veteran playershave toward beginner players. The online disinhibition effect is a theory that is frequentlymentioned in relation to this topic. This theory refers to the freedom an individual feelsto express themselves online in ways that they would not in offline settings (Suler, 2004;Beres et al., 2021). This freedom to express oneself comes in two forms. Benign disinhi-bition refers to the feeling of being able to express feelings that one would be reluctant toshare otherwise. Toxic disinhibition refers to expressing oneself negatively through hate-ful language, swearing, threats or other forms of toxic behaviour. Studies have shown thattoxic disinhibition is the most meaningful factor when it comes to toxic behaviour in videogames (Kordyaka, Jahn, & Niehaves, 2020).
4. Community building Community building in video games is actually a very complex topic,worth its own study, but it is important to mention the different factors behind it, and howthey influence toxicity. Ruggles’ outlined a few of the techniques companies use for com-munity building, both in-game and out-of-game (Ruggles, Wadley, & Gibbs, 2005). Thesesuggestions include things on how to facilitate the formation of groups, guilds, or clans,and have a matching system that allows players to find such groups that match their inter-ests and criteria. Furthermore, players should be encouraged to participate in communityevents and be applauded when they behave well and reported when they do not. Anothersuggestion is to build the game world with social spaces in mind. As Thorne and Fischeralso suggest in their study, games are their own social media platform, and such a platformcan be used in ways that it was not designed to be, such as for language learning (Thorne& Fischer, 2012). Online spaces outside of the video game space are similarly importantfor community building. At the advent of social media’s popularity, Burger-Helmchen andCohendet’s study suggested that video game companies recognise that online spaces out-side of the developer’s reach were gaining more and more traction and that it posed a greatchallenge to them, as they did not necessarily have a strategy on how to capitalize on them(Burger-Helmchen & Cohendet, 2011). The influence of social media on video games hasonly grown since then. For example, Discord is one of the biggest online platforms for voicechat communication, and many communities have their own separate server on this plat-form (Bankov, 2019).

Having communities on external platforms introduces many challenges for developers andresearchers alike. But on the other hand, also introduces some positive aspects. Data onthese platforms is publicly accessible, some studies on toxicity in gaming have been con-ducted using data from Reddit, Twitter and Facebook (Deslauriers et al., 2020; Ghosh, 2021).Streamers, people who play video games live on platforms such as Twitch and Youtube,can largely function as an ambassador of a game, even if a video game company does notback them. How companies interact with these players, especially in the face of toxic be-haviour, could be a factor that influences how players perceive a developer’s response tothis behaviour. Furthermore, how players behave is already an influencing factor, as theirbehaviour can further propagate the normalisation of toxic behaviours. Twitch in particu-lar is an interesting case, and as Felczak states, showcases that in streaming and e-sportscommunities, there is a lack of a universal code of conduct among players, creating this re-served space where anything goes (Felczak, 2022). Communities surrounding such play-ers, and e-sports events, are becoming more and more important when it comes to invitingnew players to the game, but also when it comes to players’ perception of a game’s commu-nity and environment. Furthermore, the social media platform’s algorithm can affect how
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toxic conduct is propagated and its policies can encourage toxic users (Massanari, 2017).
2.2.2. Proposed SolutionsThis section will elaborate more on proposed as well as actually realised solutions to toxic be-haviour in gaming, as well as their effectiveness. To start, this section will discuss some generalsolutions and recommendations outlined in research, and will then move on to some solutionsenacted by gaming companies and their effectiveness.
To combat toxicity in the gaming industry, the Fair Play Alliance was established as a partner-ship of 200 gaming companies including Riot Games, Blizzard, Ubisoft and EA to name a few.This partnership, in collaboration with ADL, has created a framework to address and combattoxic behaviour in video games. This framework consists of four pillars. The first pillar is to as-sess the behaviour landscape of the game, see if it corresponds to the vision a developer had ofhow it should be and analyse your player base. The second pillar is to plan a penalty and re-porting system and to think of the impact such a system would have. The third pillar is to buildand implement such a system. The fourth pillar is to generate meaningful and effective com-munity guidelines. This is similar to recommendations found in the conclusions of related re-search (Türkay, Formosa, Adinolf, Cuthbert, & Altizer, 2020; Shen et al., 2020; Beres et al., 2021;Chesney, Coyne, Logan, & Madden, 2009; Romo Flores, 2020; Deslauriers et al., 2020; Eklund,2016; Lapolla, 2020), however, some go a bit further than this. Turkay et al. suggest that self-regulatory measures should also be introduced, so players can recognise their own behaviour anddeal with their frustrations, which is similar to a recommendation by Kordyaka et al. (Türkay etal., 2020; Kordyaka et al., 2020). In his thesis, Lapolla suggests that gaming companies shouldfind new ways to address toxicity, by overhauling the systems used to report players and mak-ing them more comprehensive (Lapolla, 2020). Furthermore, various studies emphasise thatpositive role models could help shift the balance away from toxic behaviour (Kordyaka et al.,2020; Adinolf & Türkay, 2018). Better and more transparent feedback systems could also begiven about toxic behaviour. For example, players could get the opportunity to play with lesstoxic players even if it leads to longer queues, provided that the rating systems for these playersare accurate (Lapolla, 2020; Kordyaka et al., 2020). Overall, there should be better systems re-warding players that behave well, and players that behave poorly. This does come with a caveat.If a game has very ambiguous rules and codes of conduct, such as in the case of Dead by Daylight,it is very hard to understand if a certain behaviour is toxic or not, or even punishable (Deslaurierset al., 2020). Furthermore, whilst there are tools to report toxic behaviour by players, these toolsmight either be lacking or are not used at all due to a lack of faith by the community (Pohjanen,2018). The Terms of Service (ToS) of a game and how it is enforced might also be a significantfactor in curbing toxicity as well. But if there is any vagueness about the enforcement of suchrules, it creates a vacuum where anything goes (Deslauriers et al., 2020). Public enforcement ofthe ToS has also shown to be effective in creating discussions about norms and values in games.
Some developers have addressed these problems on their own. In 2011, League of Legends imple-mented the Tribunal System as part of an effort to combat toxicity. This system was later discon-tinued, as it was slow and inefficient, and could be biased (Player Dynamics Design: Looking Behind
the Curtain, n.d.). Blackburn and Kwak implemented a system that would predict decisions madeby tribunal judges using a classifier (Blackburn & Kwak, 2014). This system was quite effective,but not very portable across different languages, and had a lot of features it needed to take intoaccount. Riot games themselves also took the route of automation, and have put a significanteffort into detecting toxic in-game actions such as intentional feeding and trolling, but despiteall this effort, players will still have to report toxic encounters. Developers have also put more ef-fort into predicting toxicity through the use of machine learning. A popular way is by restrictingcertain words that are attributed to toxicity, such as certain swear words. However, more efforthas been made to use datasets to train classifiers to train on more specific instances of toxiclanguage. In terms of research, Buchanan et al., Ghosh, Shen et al., Weld et al. and Blackburnamong others have conducted research using language analysis algorithms to predict toxicity.
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Riot Games and Blizzard have also implemented and are refining their own detection algorithms.The downside, especially for researchers, is that a lot of the data developers use is not publiclyavailable. Privacy is incredibly important to players, especially when it comes to the content ofnon-public channels such as direct messages (Frommel & Mandryk, 2022). As such, there arefew data sets available to test algorithms on. Shen et al. created CONDA, an annotated datasetfor toxicity detection that is the first of its kind. Similar issues that pervade research on factorsbehind toxicity also come up when trying to predict or detect it. For one, there seems to be thisidea that toxicity (usually named griefing in older research) and cyberbullying are not the samething and should be treated as such despite some papers using the two as meaning the samething in the context of gaming (Murnion et al., 2018). Differences in perception of what is con-sidered to be toxic also seep into the way data are labelled, making it harder for a classifier thatwas trained on one dataset, to perform well on one with different labelling (Frommel & Mandryk,2022). Such datasets will also probably not include the context of the toxic encounter (Frommel& Mandryk, 2022). To have context embedded into the dataset, you will have to take a lot of fac-tors into account, something which will make it harder for classifiers to perform well and beaccurate. Blackburn and Kwak extracted such features from League of Legends’ Tribunal casesbut found that overall, text chat conversations still remained the most important factor when itcame to judging if something was considered toxic or not (Blackburn & Kwak, 2014). Further-more, classifiers have to be portable. If a classifier is trained using English language content, itwill be harder for that classifier to perform well with other languages (Blackburn & Kwak, 2014).
Despite solutions being put in place in games, it is hard to tell if they actually work. There hasbeen a general lack of faith in reporting systems by players, especially when they are easilyabused for malicious purposes (Flores, 2020). Furthermore, developers rarely publish contenton how their systems have influenced toxicity. Since none of this data is usually public, it is up toresearchers to test these things out themselves, which, considering that most systems are iter-ated upon with every other patch release of a game, is not always a viable option. Another issuethat keeps coming back when looking into how toxicity is being tackled is that while a lot of effortis being put in place to curb toxicity and "protect players" not enough effort is being put in placeto help those targeted by toxicity, despite the fact that toxicity is contagious and those previouslyvictimised by toxicity may have a tendency to display the same behaviour. Tools that developersoften give players are ways to mute chat options such as voice chat or certain text channels, andthe option to report players (Reid, Mandryk, Beres, Klarkowski, & Frommel, 2022).
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Chapter 3

Communication design in games
3.1. TheoryThe theory behind designing communication mechanics in online games draws from researchon how teams coordinate, game design itself, collaborative virtual environments, and embod-ied cognition. Player communication is done through both implicit and explicit means (Cheung,Chang, & Scott, 2012). Highly effective teams communicate implicitly through the creation ofshared mental models (Rueben et al., 2022) and situation awareness. In order to build thesemental models, players work together to work out strategies, which are then called out by cer-tain players. How this is done varies greatly, depending on the game and players’ needs. Playersare often quite creative when it comes to finding tools that suit these needs, which can varyfrom just being able to call out strategies in one game, to socialising with players that play a to-tally different game (McClelland, Whitmell, & Scott, 2011). If a game does not have these tools,or if developers are slower to integrate such tools, players will often go to external platforms inaddition to using the in-game tools available.As video games are becoming more complex, so are the user interface and controls. For exam-ple, WoW offers almost complete customisation of the user interface with different add-on pro-grams that are created by the developers as well as players that allow one to create an interfacethat is suitable to your needs (Turkay & Adinolf, 2010). The quality of such an interface, as wellas its complexity, will influence player performance. Complex UI systems will lead to players’attention being split between different information systems. Text and voice chat are currentlythe most popular communication options, because of how effective it is to convey strategies toplayers quickly (Kaunas, 2022). As previously stated, players are not necessarily always polite toone another, and toxicity can arise quite quickly. Furthermore, challenges in the game environ-ment might make it harder to quickly convey a message without the use of acronyms. Anotherdownside of the use of text chat is that it takes the attention away from the game itself (Herring,Kutz, Paolillo, & Zelenkauskaite, 2009). In games such as FFXIV, which utilises strict combo ro-tations or shooters, where you need to be actively paying attention to your surroundings, typingin chat can be a detriment. In games where any second counts, taking a second to type a mes-sage might lead to players dying or not properly resolving mechanics. Furthermore, text chatsin games are often split up to account for the type of audience the message is meant for. In gen-eral, most games have the option for a public channel, a direct message (PM, Whisper) channel,a group/party channel, and some options for custom chat groups. Even though these optionsare meant to split up, a visualisation by Chen showcases how messy this can get (Chen, 2009).In the paper, he showcases how communication during a WoW raid can go. With 40 players allcompleting the same raid, you usually have a few people taking charge as "raid leaders", thesepeople are responsible for calling out mechanics. Most of the in-depth mechanics, that have tobe executed by a certain role or class, are discussed in a separate channel. Because the raid leadercannot see that channel, they start the raid before the players can even finish discussing themechanic. Voice chat in many ways is the preferred option for communication but is often notutilised by players because of the sheer amount of toxicity going on, leading to developers givingthe option to mute in-game voice chat altogether, or, in the case of Overwatch II, restricting newplayers from using in-game voice chat until they have completed the "new player experience"(Blizzard Entertainment, n.d.).(McClelland et al., 2011). This is often not expected by developers.
Figure 6.1 is used as a reference for how most players interact while playing online.
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy created by Cheung, Chang and Scott based on the in-game communicationdone by players during their experiment (Cheung et al., 2012).
A taxonomy made by Cheung, Chang and Scott shows how most players would communicatewhilst playing (Cheung et al., 2012). The setting this research took place in was a shoulder-to-shoulder gaming session, however, this taxonomy is still quite accurate for online scenar-ios as well. However, since this paper was written before the global adoption of ping systems inmany games, some of the descriptions might be a bit different from how things are implementedcurrently. Generally, you can divide communication methods into two different types: commu-nication channels and awareness cues. Communication channels include verbal communica-tion channels such as text or voice chat. Virtual gestures include emotes, which are expressionsand gestures the player’s character makes, as well as in-game actions players use to indicatesomething. For example, in the paper, the authors describe an instance where instead of ver-bally telling teammates about the location of an item, the player that was explaining somethingjust shot at the location. Something many players in Final Fantasy XIV do, in my experience, isto jump in position to indicate that this position is a "safe spot" to resolve a certain mechanic.These are examples of using the player’s character to communicate without having to say a word.Physical gestures are harder to place in the context of online gaming unless people play togetherin the same space or are using a webcam, which is not necessarily common online. Awarenesscues are ways that the game itself, as well as players, can quickly communicate things, by usingdifferent types of cues. Central cues are those in the player’s central view, such as health bars andmap icons. Peripheral cues are those in the player’s periphery. These include game audio com-ing from the other players’ characters. All these cues can be visual or auditory. This paper waswritten before the adoption of ping systems in first-person shooters became mainstream. Thesepings tend to be a combination of both visual and auditory cues, that can be placed on the map orappear in the party’s chatbox. These pings tend to be used in place of "normal" verbal commu-nication because they are faster in use. However, their meaning can be misconstrued. League ofLegends also introduced its ping system about ten years ago. A ping is usually a combination of asmall visual and auditory cue that can be used to signal other teammates quickly. The idea behindthese cues is that they signify common-but-specific messages without the need to type themout in text chat. These pings then appear on the map. Even though there is a linear relationship
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between the use of these cues and player performance (Leavitt et al., 2016), these pings can alsobe used for toxic purposes. "Spam pinging", an action where one repeatedly presses a certainping option to annoy players, is seen as a common toxic action in League and can hinder perfor-mance as well (Kou, 2020). Ironically, players have also found ways to attribute new meaningsto pings, aside from their official meaning. The "Bait" ping, which looks like a fishhook, canalso be considered to look like a rope and is sometimes used to tell players to "kill themselves"(Fischer, n.d.). Since the introduction of pinging in LoL, more games have used pinging as analternative way of communicating, especially as an alternative to voice chat.Toups et al. created an even more elaborate framework for cooperative communication gamemechanics (Toups, Hammer, Hamilton, Jarrah, & Garretson, 2014). They used a grounded the-ory methodology to identify data from different games. Their framework includes three layers ofhow the mechanic is implemented. The primary type can be further specified with a secondarytype that can then be further with a tertiary type. This framework could then be used by design-ers to design these mechanics in their own games.

Figure 3.2: Framework by Toups et al. for cooperative communication mechanics using agrounded theory for game design. (Toups et al., 2014)
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3.2. Commonly used communication mechanicsThis section will contain a more general overview of the different methods of communicationthat are used in online gaming. I will use a selection of games to discuss the implementation ofthree main communication channels: voice chat, text chat and pings and how they are imple-mented in-game. The other two channels that are used in the survey that will be discussed insection 8.2., will not be as extensively discussed. Emotes generally speaking do not vary in termsof implementation across games. Macros are a bit too complicated to discuss with too muchdepth when it comes to syntax as well as which macros are legal in games and which types arenot that I could spend a few pages on this. Furthermore, they are not used widely in most gamesin the first place.
As for how the selection of games came to be, most of these games were popular in my sur-vey. I added a few additions, namely World of Warcraft, DOTA II, Fortnite and Overwatch II tohave some more representation.
The first commonly implemented channel is voice chat. Voice chat often comes in the form ofteam chat through which one can talk with the entire team, party chat, which allows only thosein a pre-made party to chat, and in very rare cases, proximity-based voice chat.
Game Voice chat? Which channels Issues/complaints Source(s)

Apex Legends Yes Squad chat
The first thing you see when you Google "Apex Legends voice chat" ismany articles on how to fix Apex’s voice chat not working, and people complaining that the defaultsettings are too low. Especially cross-platform voice chat seems to be quite bad.People generally do not use voice chat inApex, and it seems that the focus of the designers is to not encourage players to use it.When players do use voice chat, it is either out of frustration, or because something needs to besaid that cannot be conveyed through pings.

(Deets, 2021)

League of Legends Yes, technically All chat, Allied Chat, Whisper
According to threads on social media, people would like the option for an opt-in voice chat, despite thedevs not being open to it for toxicity reasons. Most players that want such a voice chat argue based ontheir experience in other games and how toxicity rarelyoccurs for them. Furthermore, voice chat would "humanise" interaction between players.

(Orizirguy, 2023; Tacticianz, 2023; Superkamipopo, 2020)
DOTA II Yes All chat, Allied chat, Spectator chat,Whisper, Party chat, Lobby, Coaches I did not manage to find many complaints on the UI/UX side, just many complaints about toxicity
Fortnite Yes Game chat (team), party chat (premade) No complaints on the UI side. Mostly complaints on the issue of children being on voice chat
Overwatch II Yes Team channel, Group channel People mostly complain that people rarely use vc anymore.There was a voice chat bug thatremoved people from voice chat randomly as well. (Rip-TazHimself, 2022; DekuLily, 2022; D3agl3uk, 2022)
World of Warcraft Yes You can use the Battle.net voice chatto create channels. There are also premadeoptions for instance dungeons.

World of Warcraft’s voice chat is rarely ever used. People prefer Discordbecause of quality issues in thepast, and apparently, some players have just forgotten the option even exists in-game. (Lamilambkin, 2018; MemelordPetey, 2022; Cmentis, 2018)
Final Fantasy XIV NoValorant Yes Party voice chat and Team voice chat Voice chat apparently randomly breaks for some players.CS:GO Yes Team chat

Table 3.1: Which of the selected games have text chat
Then there is the option for text chat. Most games allow for this in some capacity. I was not ableto find specific discussions surrounding design or implementation-related flaws when it cameto text chat, so this is missing in the table.
Game Text chat Which channels
Apex Legends Yes Squad chatLeague of Legends Yes All chat, Allied Chat, WhisperDOTA II Yes All chat, Allied chat, Spectator chat, Whisper, Party chat, Lobby, CoachesFortnite Restricted Only in lobbyOverwatch II Yes Match, Team, Group, Whisper (Battle.net)World of Warcraft Yes General, Trade, Local Defense, Looking for Group, /say, /yell, Party, Guild, Officer, Raid, /rw, WhisperFinal Fantasy XIV Yes Free Company (guild) chat, party chat, /say, /shout,/yell (proximity) chat, 4 Linkshells, 4 Crossworld Linkshells, /tellValorant Yes Party, Team, WhisperCS:GO Yes All chat, Team chat

Table 3.2: Which of the selected games have text chat
Pings are quick ways to communicate. Generally, players are able to ping locations in-game andon the map, ping enemies or allies. Usually, this is done in combination with a voice line or smallaudio cue.
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Game Pings What can you ping? Review Source(s)

Apex Legends Yes
Show up on mini-map: Items, weapons, enemies, abilities,in-game locations,ping wheel (enemy here, looting, attacking, going, defending,watching, someone’s been here),dead player, respawn points, legend pings.Voice lines: vocal responses, thanking squadmates, requests.

The ping system in Apex was consideredrevolutionary on release. Even though ping systemsexisted at the time, the way the developersimplemented and tested the ping system(by playing for a month without voice comms)allowed for a level of complexity and detail thathad not been done before in shooters, or any other game for that matter.The patent for the ping system is also free to use,so other games have started to allegedly copy elements into their games.

(Ping, n.d.-a; Emissairearien, 2023; Tekin, 2021)

League of Legends Yes, technically
Show up on mini-map:Generic, Caution, Target pings (target, defend),Smart pings (Retreat, On My Way, Assist Me,Enemy missing, Push, All-In, Hold, Bait),Vision Pings (Vision Cleared, Enemy Vision, Need Vision)

The new changes to the ping system have lead to accidental uses of pings,making people hesitant to want to use this new system (Ping, n.d.-b; CheckAcademic, 2023)

DOTA II Yes Exclamation, Cross, Sword, Enemy Vision,Ally Vision, Location, Custom ping wheel
Most of Reddit about DOTA II is abouttoxic uses of pings. But most discussions are pretty old,it is hard to find relevant recent discussions. (Adam, 2022)

Fortnite Yes Enemy pings, Weapon pings, Item pings,Ammunition pings, Building suppies Again, very few discussions on the pingsystem, other than people not really using it. (Rough-Many, 2022)
Overwatch II Yes Communication wheel (emotes and voice lines),Ping wheel (enemy pings, location pings)

Issues with crosshair based targeting on pings.The ping system currentlyhas a massive bug where one pings one thingand the games does something completely different.
(Moonlight, 2022a, 2022b; WitheredBarry, 2023; An inside look at the ping system in Overwatch 2, n.d.)

World of Warcraft Yes Target markers, Raid world markers(implementations can vary based on the add-on you have),Chat box: Raid Warning
Nothing important to note.Some players seem to have to deal with corrupt UIdue to add-ons not updating, but otherthan that no specific complaints.

(Raid world markers | WoWWiki | Fandom, n.d.; Target markers | WoWWiki | Fandom, n.d.)

Final Fantasy XIV No Waymarks, Target markers, Map locationmarkers, Quick chat (only in Crystalline Conflict PvP)
Due to the illegality of add-ons inFFXIV, there were two instances where the developers restrictingthe use of waymarks. Other than that, quick chat in pvpseems to be missing some things according to players.

(SQUARE ENIX, 2022; AweAce, 2020; SweetPete, 2023)
Valorant Yes Combat, Social, Strategic Ping wheels, Mini map pings No real design specific discussions, butmoreso discussion about the usefulness of pings vs voice chat (Amos, 2020)
CS:GO Yes 3 customisable chat wheels: Preparation,Movement, Commands, Report, Bomb status, Responses, Grenades There are some inconsistencies when itcomes to which agent has a voice line and who does not. (Yazar, 2023)

Table 3.3: Which games have pings
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Chapter 4

Research questions and Approach
4.1. Research QuestionsThis thesis centers around the following research questions:

1. How is communication currently being facilitated in online video games?
2. How do players experience the use of communication mechanics in online video games?
3. How can communication features be better integrated into games?
4. How does restricting communication, or providing alternatives through the use of a pingsystem, impact the prevalence of toxicity in-game?

4.2. ApproachTo answer RQ 1: I used the research I conducted in section 3.2. to create a more detailed frame-work based on the one by Cheung, Chang and Scott (Cheung et al., 2012). The end result will bediscussed in section 6.1..To answer RQ 2-4, I conducted a survey. The purpose of the survey was to find out participants’perceptions of how communication mechanics are integrated into games and how they impacttoxicity.
4.2.1. The SurveyThe survey is divided into 4 sections. Before starting the survey, participants had to fill in amandatory consent form. Each section had a mix of open and closed questions. For most of theclosed questions, participants had to answer according to a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 beingstrongly disagree, and 7 being strongly agree. For some questions, participants had to answeron a scale from 1-100.Before I sent out the survey, I completed the ethics and privacy scan to ensure that there were nopotential risks associated with my thesis. The results of this can be found in Appendix 8.1. I alsotested out the survey with a fellow student to ensure that it would take participants no longerthan 15 minutes to answer the questions. From participants’ feedback after the fact, I learnt thatit took most of them around 15-20 minutes.The full survey can be found in the Appendix 8.2.. In the following subsections, I will go overeach of the sections individually:
4.2.1.1. Section 1: General InformationThe first section of the survey aimed to find general information about the participants. Thepurpose of this information was to find patterns among these participants and to see if therewere any interesting factors I could group them on. As for which information this entailed, par-ticipants were first asked to share their age, gender and region. I made the choice to ask for theregion, rather than just the country, to give those that did not want to disclose this the optionto do so. I used game publishing regions for this. Lastly, participants were asked to, on a scaleof 1-100 rate how much they identify as a gamer. Considering that the term gamer has multipleassociations, both positive and negative, as discussed in section 2.1.1., this was not necessarilyintended to be a measure to solely group on. However, this measure could be used in combinationwith other interesting measures.
4.2.1.2. Section 2: Information about the gameSince this thesis does not have a specific focus in terms of games or game genres. The survey hadto be designed in a way such that it was applicable to most games. When starting on this section,participants are asked which game they want to answer questions about. They are then asked todisclose which server and server region they play in, how many hours they have played in totaland how active they are on a weekly basis. They were then asked to rate how much they played
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this game compared to other games, and how much they played the game alone compared withfriends. Lastly, they were asked to describe what type of content they enjoyed. This last measureproved to be quite interesting to find patterns among the different participants.Participants were then asked to describe which input type they used to play their game. Par-ticipants could choose from the following options: controller only, keyboard and mouse only, acombination of the two, switching between input types, and any other option. These optionswere added because which input option uses will also factor into how they rate certain inter-actions. Lastly, participants were asked to name things they disliked or felt could be improvedabout the controls in their respective games.
4.2.1.3. Section 3: General questions around communicationIn this section, participants were asked a set of quantitative questions, and two qualitative ones.When answering the quantitative questions, participants were asked to respond to a set of state-ments about their game, using a 1-7 Likert scale, with 1 being strongly disagree, and 7 beingstrongly agree. When coming up with the statements they had to rate, I was inspired by the us-ability/playability questions from the Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale (GUESS)(Phan,Keebler, & Chaparro, 2016). However, from my research, I was unable to find a questionnaireor evaluation method that was suitable for my research topic. As such, I had to come up withsome of my own statements, based on existing research. The first statement, "I think it is easyto communicate in-game", was meant for participants to rate the ease of use of communicationmechanics in their respective games. "I find that the game offers enough options to communi-cate with strangers" was meant to showcase if participants felt that there were elements missingin their game. "I feel like I can quickly communicate in the heat of the moment" meant that par-ticipants had to rate how quickly they felt they were able to communicate. "I know the purposeof each communication channel in-game" was meant to showcase awareness. "I have felt at adisadvantage due to a lack of appropriate communication tools in-game" had participants ratehow important they think communication is when it comes to winning matches. "The game’sselection of communication tools is well-used by other players" focuses on how players perceiveothers" usage of tools. Lastly, "The game has enough options to mute communication channelsthat I do not need or want to use", is an extension on if the game offers enough options to com-municate, but is instead meant for participants to rate if there are enough options to restrictcommunication.For the qualitative questions, participants were asked to mention if there were any possible im-provements they would like to see in terms of possible improvements when it came to theirgame’s available communication mechanics and were asked to discuss if they felt said commu-nication mechanics had any impact on toxicity in their respective games. The former questionwas not mandatory. However, the question on toxicity was.
4.2.1.4. Section 4: Rating individual channelsIn the fourth section participants answered questions about individual in-game communicationfeatures. I had broken these features down into five different ones, those being voice chat, textchat, pings, emotes, and (chat) macros. The reasons as to why were outlined in section 3.2.. Eachfeature was introduced by a brief explanation followed by the question of if the feature existedin-game. If a participant answered "yes" they would answer follow-up questions. This was alsodone to measure a sort of "awareness" that participants had. For example, not every game hasa dedicated tutorial showcasing each communication channel and its purpose, and some gamesalso have restrictions on which channels are used where. However, one must also note that somegames also do not use the same words or definitions when it comes to visual cues. The word"ping system" is used to describe multiple different implementations of such systems, and noteven every game uses this term to describe its own set of visual cues. Final Fantasy XIV, for ex-ample, uses waymarks, that show up on the in-game map during PvE content. But these are notcalled "pings". To avoid any confusion about such definitions I wrote these definitions to be asbroad as possible.
For each channel, players were again asked to rate a set of statements on a 1-7 Likert scale. They
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were also asked one qualitative question about what they disliked or would like to see improvedabout each channel.Participants were asked to rate how often they used a channel while playing and how much theymuted or unmuted a certain channel. Furthermore, they were asked how easy each channel wasto use, how comfortable they were using a channel as well as how well each channel was imple-mented according to them. They were also asked how important they felt each channel was tobe in-game and if they agreed a channel should be removed. Lastly, they were asked if they hadever used a channel with bad intent, or had seen a channel be used with bad intent and if theyexperienced toxicity. What separates the last two statements is that participants might have seenother players use a channel with bad intent, but that it was not directed at them.At the end of the survey, participants were asked if they had any other comments.
4.2.2. ProcedureAfter ensuring that the survey involved no privacy risks, the survey was sent out to my poten-tial participants. I shared the survey among my own friend groups and discord servers I wasin and through LinkedIn. The criteria to be able to answer the survey were quite simple: onehad to be over 18 years of age and play an online multiplayer game. As previously stated, therewas no particular requirement for what constituted as such, which could have potentially beenrisky. However, from experience with online gaming communities, I figured that most (poten-tial) participants held similar notions about which games were suitable in the context of mythesis. Initially, I had planned for the survey to be up for three weeks. In the end, it was up foronly two weeks, since the number of participants, after a surge in the first week, did not growmuch further.There were two potential other pitfalls in the way I sourced participants. The first was the po-tential bias towards the game FFXIV, which is the game I am personally active in and also havethe most online friends in. I encouraged those friends to potentially pick a different game to an-swer questions about, to potentially mend this bias. The second pitfall concerned anonymity.Since my survey was anonymous, I tried to limit interactions about my survey with potentialparticipants, aside from the occasional question here and there. This did not prevent me fromrecognising certain participants’ writing styles or personal characteristics that set them apartfrom others, or funny comments that were written at the end. Some of these friends proved par-ticularly dedicated in their responses, so one could say that this was also an upside.
4.2.3. ParticipantsIn total 43 participants answered the survey. Of these participants, 8 identified as female, 34identified as male and 1 preferred not to say. The majority of participants were Dutch or living inthe Netherlands, 17 participants were from other European countries, one from South Americaand one from South-East Asia. Most participants played on EU servers. Most participants playedusing a keyboard and mouse with only one participant playing with a controller. There was quitea variation in terms of games: Apex Legends (1), Brawlhalla (1), CS:GO (3), Europa UniversalisIV (1), FFXIV(11), Genshin Impact(1), Granblue Fantasy(1), Hypixel Skywars(1), League of Leg-ends(13), Old School Runescape (1), Star Wars Battlefront (1), TFU2 (1), Rainbow Six Siege (1),Valorant(6).
4.2.4. AnalysisFor the majority of my results, as well as the discussion, I relied on the results of the inductivethematic analysis I did on the answers to the qualitative questions. Since I did not have a certaintheory, or hypothesis I had to prove or disprove, this was the best choice. For each of the an-swers, per section, I first went through a process of coding, after which I structured each of thecodes into their respective themes. After finding out that there were many overlapping themesI generalised them, which is how I came up with the themes that will be presented in the results.
The reason I prioritised the qualitative answers was because of some retrospective design flawsin my thesis. Because of a lack of focus on a specific game or game genre, one has to deal withdifferent implementations of communication mechanics in games, but also a lack thereof. Some
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games simply do not have voice chat or text chat implemented. What this means for statisti-cal analysis is that there is going to be missing data for some participants, which a method likeANOVA cannot handle. When trying to find other ways to still find statistical significance in myresults, I looked towards measures to group participants on. What I found, however, is that thedifferent potential groups proved to be so small, that it was hard to find any significance. There-fore, it was decided that it was best to just use descriptive statistics for the quantitative results,and see how they reflect the qualitative answers.
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Chapter 5

Results
5.1. Quantitative results: General Questions About Communication in gamesTable 5.1 includes the answers to the different general questions that participants had to answerabout how they experience communicating in their respective games.

Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics for the general communication questions
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7

Valid 43 43 43 43 43 43 43Mean 5.837 5.581 5.047 6.140 3.093 4.628 5.744Std. Deviation 1.214 1.451 1.812 1.187 1.937 1.839 1.560Minimum 3.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

When asked if players thought it was easy to communicate in their respective games (Q1), play-ers generally tended to agree (mean = 5.837, SD = 1.214).When asked if players thought the game offers enough options to communicate with strangers(Q2), participants tended to somewhat agree (mean = 5.581, SD = 1.451).When asked if players felt that they could quickly communicate in the heat of the moment (Q3),participants also tended to somewhat agree ( mean=5.047 (SD = 1.812).When asked if players feel like they know the purpose of each communication channel (Q4), theyagreed (mean=6.140 SD = 1.187). Compared to the other questions, participants’ answers weremore uniform, leading to a relatively lower standard deviation.Participants did not seem to feel at a disadvantage due to a lack of appropriate communicationtools (Q5). The mean for this question was 3.093 (SD = 1.937), which meant that they somewhatdisagreed. Most of the outliers (6 and higher) came from participants playing League of Leg-ends, which seemingly had the highest variation when it came to answers.When it comes to other players, and how well are perceived to use communication tools (Q6), theanswers were also quite mixed. The mean for this question was 4.628 (S= 1.839), which meansthat the answers trend somewhere between neutral and somewhat agree. This time around,most of the high answers came from FFXIV players, whereas most other participants had morevarying answers.When asked if their game had enough options to mute channels they did not use, participantstended to lean more towards agreeing (mean=5.744 SD = 1.560). There was not that much note-worthy variation between games.
5.2. Quantitative results: Different channelsTables 5.2 - 5.11 contain the descriptive statistics for each of the questions participants wereasked about the different in-game communication tools. The first row refers to how many par-ticipants answered about each different channel. Out of 43 overall participants, 20 participantsanswered about voice chat in their games, 42 participants answered about text chat, 34 partic-ipants answered about pings, 30 participants answered questions about emotes and 20 partici-pants answered questions about chat macros.When asked if participants used a communication channel often (see Table 5.2, in-game voicechat has the lowest mean reported usage rating (M= 4.00, SD=2.513), aside from chat macros (M=
4.10, SD=2.315). Pings get used the most (M= 5.912, SD= 1.658). Emotes scored a bit higher thantext chat (M= 5.467, SD=2.063 vs M= 5.238, SD=1.778), but the standard deviation on emote usagewas quite a bit higher. When looking at where this comes from, it seems that FFXIV players useemotes quite a bit more than other participants.
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Table 5.2: Descriptive statistics for Q1: I often use this option while playing
Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros

Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 4.000 5.238 5.912 5.467 4.100Std. Deviation 2.513 1.778 1.658 2.063 2.315Minimum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

When asked if participants found the controls for their respective text channels easy to use (seetable 5.3, participants whose games had voice chat had the highest tendency to agree (M= 6.00,
SD = 1.257). This was mostly across the board. Chat macros tended to score lowest in terms ofease of use (M= 4.30, SD = 1.895), which corresponds to the UI-related complaints found duringthe qualitative analysis.

Table 5.3: Descriptive Statistics for Q2: The controls to use this option are easy to navigate
Voice chat Text chat Ping Emotes Chat macros

Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 6.000 5.905 5.382 5.633 4.300Std. Deviation 1.257 1.165 1.498 1.426 1.895Minimum 3.000 3.000 2.000 2.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

Regarding how much participants tended to mute different channels (see table 5.4 , text chatseemed to get muted the most (M= 4.124, SD = 2.159). Pings and chat macros seemed to getmuted the least. The standard deviation for most channels was quite high.
Table 5.4: Descriptive Statistics for Q3: I go between enabling and disabling (muting and unmut-ing) this option in game

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 3.800 4.214 3.382 3.500 2.900Minimum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 4.000

Pings and text chat were regarded as the most important options in-game. Emotes, were com-paratively not as important, which corresponds to the qualitative results. Participants were com-fortable using most channels. Voice chat got the lowest mean score.
Table 5.5: Descriptive Statistics for Q4: This option is important to have in game

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 5.700 6.214 6.500 5.200 5.650Std. Deviation 2.055 1.371 0.826 2.058 1.496Minimum 1.000 1.000 4.000 1.000 2.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000
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When asked how comfortable players were with using different communication channels (seetable 5.6, with the exception of voice chat (M= 4.70, SD = 2.003), every channel got a relativelyhigh score.
Table 5.6: Descriptive Statistics for Q5: I feel comfortable using this option

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 4.700 6.000 6.000 6.033 5.450Std. Deviation 2.003 1.325 1.279 1.299 1.605Minimum 1.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 2.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

When it comes to how well the different channels were implemented according to participants(see table 5.7, participants seemed to be quite neutral about chat macros and voice chat. Partic-ularly in League of Legends voice chat was implemented quite poorly according to participants.Text chat and pings got quite similar mean ratings. Emotes stood out as the highest score. Thislooks to be because of participants playing FFXIV.
Table 5.7: Descriptive Statistics for Q6: I feel like this option is well-implemented

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 4.900 5.167 5.353 5.667 4.400Std. Deviation 1.861 1.591 1.535 1.516 1.847Minimum 1.000 1.000 2.000 2.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

When it comes to intent (see table 5.8, participants reported that text chat was used with badintent most of all across the board, especially compared to chat macros.
Table 5.8: Descriptive Statistics for Q7: I have seen this option be used with bad intent

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 5.150 6.143 4.176 5.433 4.000Std. Deviation 2.323 1.507 2.611 1.813 2.026Minimum 1.000 2.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

Participants reported not using these options with bad intent themselves (see table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Descriptive Statistics for Q8: I have used this option with bad intent

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 1.650 2.524 2.765 2.900 1.900Std. Deviation 1.387 1.756 2.075 1.954 1.294Minimum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 6.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 6.000
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As for through which options participants experienced the most toxicity (see table 5.10, text chathad most participants reporting that they experienced toxicity.
Table 5.10: Descriptive Statistics for Q9: I have experienced toxicity using this option

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 5.050 6.262 4.059 5.133 3.400Std. Deviation 2.665 1.380 2.449 1.655 1.930Minimum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

When asked if a certain option should be removed, the channels each got low ratings (see table5.11. Overall, the consensus seems to be that no channel should be removed, but voice chat inLeague of Legends did tend to receive higher ratings compared to channels in other games.
Table 5.11: Descriptive Statistics for Q10: This option should be removed

Voice chat Text chat Pings Emotes Chat macros
Valid 20 42 34 30 20Mean 2.000 1.381 1.235 1.900 1.700Std. Deviation 1.622 1.011 0.654 1.709 1.418Minimum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000Maximum 7.000 7.000 4.000 7.000 6.000

5.3. Qualitative results: Control settingsWhen asked what participants disliked about the controls in their game and what they wouldlike to see improved, there were quite a few players that expressed they were content with theway things were in their respective games, but there were also some specific issues players had.These issues could be categorized within a few different themes, which will each be explainedin their own subsection. These themes are Native Configurations, Ways to improve skill level,interface design and bugs.
5.3.1. Native ConfigurationsThe first theme would be best summarized as possible improvements when it comes to the waysnative controls are configured. For example, a common grievance about the game Final FantasyXIV has been its tab-targeting system. One player compared its targeting system to that of Worldof Warcraft which seemed snappier and in a scenario where there are multiple targets the “tabtargeting system of that game is so good you’d think that it actually knows what mob you wannafocus on with your abilities.”, whereas in FFXIV “here’s times where you wanna use the "Tab"key in order to switch to your desired target and well the game just plays a huge gamble on whatmob you are gonna Solo target hit.”. This, according to another player is especially prevalent inthe PvP mode, where there are so many players at the same time and not being able to targetthe correct one can be very detrimental. Some players also expressed grievances when it cameto movement mechanics and camera controls in their respective games, such as the movementfeeling less fluid or more clunky than in other games. Furthermore, keybinds as well as otherkeyboard-specific settings came up frequently. Players often felt that their respective game hadtoo many keys to press or specific actions to bind to keyboard keys and that these could be re-duced. The term “button bloat” was specifically mentioned. Some players reported that it wasalso difficult to alter control settings without the use of third-party tools or through alteringconfig files or that standardized key binds were missing.
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5.3.2. Ways to Improve Skill levelThe second theme concerned ways in which players could improve or display their skill level.Some players suggested in-game tools that could be added, such as the addition of DPS meters,match replay features or the inclusion of certain mechanics in the tutorial. Some players advo-cated for the outright removal of mechanics or to have the game add new use cases for them.Lastly, the topic of game balance was touched upon.
5.3.3. Interface DesignThe third theme regarded the overall interface design of the game. Navigating interfaces on thecontroller seemed to be more difficult in certain games compared to the keyboard and mouse.Players expressed that they found it hard to imagine alternatives to these issues. As one playerput it: “In this case there is not a clear alternative as the mechanical complexity and uniquenessrequires unintuitive interfaces.”
5.3.4. BugsThe fourth theme surrounds all the little bugs and technical issues one might encounter in-game. While in some games bugs might create interesting game mechanics, or certain mechan-ics might have to be purposefully buggy so they are not exploited, they can also cause annoy-ance. One player expressed this same sentiment when talking about macros in FFXIV: “. . . ..,onlycomplaint would be macros and some actions not “queuing” when you press them, making youpress them exactly at the right moment or lose the input. Macros have a good reason for notacting this way, but the items are very annoying sometimes.” Input lag is also a common issuewhen it comes to games, making the in-game feedback you get when pressing an action notseem very snappy and fluent.
5.4. Qualitative results: Summary per channel• Voice chat: The overall consensus when it comes to voice chat is that it is essential to co-ordination and teamwork and the easiest way to communicate. However, because of howprevalent toxicity is within this channel, players do not tend to want to use it in-game andprefer to use third-party alternatives, such as Discord.
• Text chat: The consensus on text chat was that auto-translate features in games shouldbe expanded on and optimized so it is easier to chat with people from different countries.Switching between text channels should be made easier, and it should become clearer toplayers which players will be able to read messages from proximity-based chat channels.Furthermore, some games have restricted text chat communication in some way, such asdisabling the ability to DM players when they are in an active duty or match or do not allowany messages before after or during a game, making it hard to socialise.
• Emotes: There was not a general consensus on emotes. Some players found them useless,some people were missing some variety in different types of emotes, and some players hadspecific emotes they would like to be removed or fixed.
• Pings: When it comes to pings, participants generally were quite positive about their ex-istence or would like their own game to have more such options. Although for some thequestion arose whether or not it should be the main form of communication or not. Playersspecifically reported in-game specific issues and ways that the ping and marker systemswere designed, such as when and how markers can be placed and how they were integratedinto the UI of the game. One main issue that should be highlighted is the fact that for someplayers, it felt like any changes that were made to the ping system made it difficult to workwith them.
• Chat macros: When it came to chat macros, most answers fell in the category of issues withthe way the UI was designed and how they had to be used.
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5.5. Qualitative results: Overarching themes between communication toolsIn this section, I will cover three over-arching themes found in participants’ answers. These arequality control, user experience and moderation.
5.5.1. Quality control

Figure 5.1: A graphic breakdown of the different sub-themes within the theme Quality Control
This theme includes the many bugs, glitches and technical issues that allow for accidental andunintentional uses of tools. I wanted to separate some of these issues from the next theme, be-cause whilst these issues will affect the user experience, some of these issues are not necessarilyby design, or have been designed to be this way. They usually come about through either issueswith a player’s own system or internet connection, or bugs inside code that might be patched inthe next update cycle of a game. These issues include:
• Input lag between messages and messages not going through.
• Native voice chat disconnecting, which disrupts the game.
• Certain emotes/pings having an animation lock that you cannot cancel out of.
• Input lag on macros
• Lack of visual cues when entering a voice chat
• Pings not being very loud by default
• A lack of visual cue or transparency when it comes to who gets to read certain messages inpublic channels.

5.5.2. User ExperienceUser Experience: This theme is very all-encompassing, and includes the following sub-categories:The ways communication features are integrated into the game, confusing design decisions, thecomplexity of some of these features, and the usage of these features.
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Figure 5.2: A breakdown of the different sub-themes within the theme User Experience
5.5.2.1. Integration

Figure 5.3: Different themes within the sub-theme Integration
This sub-theme surrounds the ways in which communication features are integrated into theoverall game UI. In some games, voice chat is sometimes used accidentally. Why that is, is un-clear from the answers themselves. Text chat in some games was not very visible to players andeasily overlooked, just like the mute button in some games. Switching between text channelswas usually quite difficult and using auto-translate dictionaries to translate spells or commonlyused sentences can be challenging to players if they do not know the full query. One participantshared that his biggest issue is that he has to actively click on the text box to start typing. Accord-ing to them "...it makes the path to actually talking bigger, and when the game has many thingsattacking you, the less time wasted the better." This navigation issue persists among multipleplayers.In some games, the UI for the ping window seems to be too complicated. According to partici-pants, in their respective games, the interface can be too large, and new pings are just added tothem without it being clear to players. Furthermore, some participants reported that their re-spective games’ ping window started becoming too cramped and they were constantly pingingthe wrong thing. A solution proposed by one participant is to add a separate window for newpings so players can be acquainted with them. Otherwise, pings should be added as part of thein-game tutorial. On the other hand, some games with large international fan bases, that usuallydo not have international developer support (which is the case for many Japanese mobile games)use pings and auto-translate features to communicate for lack of a better alternative. The way in
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which these stickers and phrases are used is very much community based, as described by thefollowing participant: "the community has a good grasp of it but as an individual, it is up to youto catch up on the stickers and phrases the community has accepted for specific raid strategies."Messy UI design also comes up a lot when discussing chat macros. In games that have them,participants describe that the UI makes it hard to find your own macros, sort them or rearrangethem. These macros can also take up key bind slots depending on the game. Other participantsargued that the exact interactions they have to use to use chat macros could lead to unintendedmistakes. Participants that play games where macros do not play that big of a role in gameplayargue that they would like more options for players to express themselves, but that they couldnot imagine a way in which that could be done comfortably.
5.5.2.2. Confusing/Contrarian design decisions

Figure 5.4: A graphic breakdown of the sub-theme
This includes any design decision by developers that are perceived to be against players’ inter-ests, has been re-attributed in a way that works against players’ interests, or mechanics that donot make sense to players. Three noteworthy examples from participants were:
• The bait ping in League of Legends. This is a ping in the shape of a fish hook that wasrepurposed by the community to tell fellow players to "hang themselves". A similar thingoccurred to the "Enemy is missing" ping, which looks like a question mark. While theseuses are not intended by developers, participants would have liked to see these removed orreworked.
• Waymarks in FFXIV. In the raiding scene in FFXIV, waymarks are used to indicate safespots on the arena for certain strategies. Square Enix has a policy against the use of third-party tools in their game, especially those with the purpose of cheating. Specific designchanges to the way waymarks can be placed were made in two instances. In the first in-stance, "Users created macros/bots that could do mechanics by following the markers onthe map. To counter that, the developers made it so that you can not change, place or re-move markers once battle has been initiated." In the second instance, one user had used athird-party tool to create a set of waymarks which were placed outside the bounds of thearena. In this particular fight "There are many stages in which the shape will periodicallychange, meaning while the raid is active and people are resolving mechanics, the place-ment of the waymarkers/pings cannot be changed to a place where they could be out ofbound from the previous shape." The once more dynamic waymark system became morerigid, meaning that in "fights with 7 phases, but you have to utilize one and only one setof markers on the ground.", that can also not been corrected based on changes made to thearena.
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• Communication between servers, again in FFXIV. FFXIV has a system called the party finder,where players from different servers within one regional data center can group up for en-counters. When a player creates a group for an encounter, players that want to enter thisgroup can DM the creator to ask questions. However, if the creator is not on the same serveras the player who sent them the direct message, the creator is unable to respond.
5.5.2.3. Usefulness

Figure 5.5: A graphic breakdown of the sub-theme Usefulness
Emotes are generally not considered useful as a tool for communication, but more a way for play-ers to show off achievements, for aesthetic uses, or for developers to fill loot boxes or battle passloot. On the other hand, voice chat is considered very useful, so much so that participants thatplay League of Legends, a game known for having a toxic community, would like the option ofa native, in-game voice chat. For lack of better alternatives, many players will use third-partytools that fit within their specific use case. When it comes to pings, the question of their useful-ness according to participants is pretty mixed. Some people prefer voice chat, to the point thatthey would like pings not to be expanded upon, since it drives people away from using their mi-crophones since you do not have to. On the other hand, other participants would like options tobe expanded upon, for those that do not, or cannot use voice chat, and because text chat is toocumbersome to use. In games that lack any sort of quick communication option, participantswould like such options to exist from the developers, "since in the heat of a fight we can’t reallystop to type or else we get hit."
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5.5.3. Moderation

Figure 5.6: A graphic breakdown of the different sub-themes within the theme Moderation
Moderation is a commonly touched upon topic, particularly when it comes to handling the toxicuse of different communication channels. For example, having the option to mute text chat is acommon way in which you can avoid getting toxic messages. Multiple players found that it wasodd that it was not possible to mute only one type of text channel, like say party chat, but thatthe entire text chat tab was not visible if you muted text chat. This usually also meant that battlelogs and alerts would also be disabled. Furthermore, in some games, specific chats are muted bydefault, which did not make sense to some players. On the topic of muting, players do agree thatit should become easier in their respective games to mute/block rude players, or even have betterautomated ways to do so. Furthermore, having key binds to mute specific players was considereda favourable option. Chat filters as well as AI options to listen in and filter out toxic messaging invoice chat as well as text chat were suggested as well. However, said filters are currently eithertoo broad, or return too many false positives, since detection methods are not very good at de-tecting sarcasm, ironic usage of language or words that had their meaning re-attributed for thein-game setting. On the other hand, one player commented that Overwatch currently does thisthing where it replaces specific commonly used toxic phrases such as “GG ez” with more pleas-ant and lighthearted messaging, and suggested that this could work well in their own game.Other players suggested that their game should allow the option to create their own dictionaryof blacklisted words, based on which the game could auto-mute players that used them.The punishments for toxicity were discussed in the answers as well. Some players want harsherpunishments, but what these looked like was unclear. Other players suggested the removal ofnovelty features such as emotes as a punishment since these are considered more “fun” than“useful”. Furthermore, some players wanted better communication between developers andplayers on what happens to toxic players.
5.6. Qualitative results: ToxicityThe following results are answers to the question: "Do you feel that communication mechanicshave an impact on the level of toxicity in your game?". Section discussion will have a more in-depth analysis on the answer to this question with more additional sources, this subsection willonly discuss participants’ answers. The answers to this question could be categorised into a fewgroups: "No", the context of how toxicity happens in a respective game and the way toxicity isexpressed in-game.
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Figure 5.7: A breakdown of the different sub-themes when it comes to toxicity.
• People that answered with "No" (or something of the sort): Although most of the partic-ipants gave some form of positive affirmation to the idea that communication mechanicshad some impact on toxicity in their game. I felt like for the sake of representing the nu-ances in this discussion, I had to highlight these answers as well. While most of the negativeanswers to this question did not have that much substance to them, out of 43 participants,at least 13 participants did not feel that communication mechanics or the way they are de-signed have any impact on toxicity. Aside from just answering straight-up "No", some an-swers had some nuances. For one, in games where the community is generally quite casual,toxic usage of communication tools rarely occurs in general. In games where the main formof communication is done through pings or stickers, or where communication is limited,communication also rarely occurs. Most toxicity can also happen outside of the game, andnot necessarily in-game. Lastly, some of the answers expressed the sentiment of "toxicpeople be toxic" aka, toxic players will always find a way to be toxic, regardless of howcommunication is facilitated in-game and that the fact that toxic communication happensthrough a channel does not necessarily mean it is by design.
• The context behind toxicity in-game: The first main issue players frequently talked aboutacross different games is the collaborative nature of online gaming. It could be best sum-marised by the following answer: "Toxicity especially plays up when the expectation of thecooperative experience is undermined by the personal ambitions of one or more players.This is because the cooperative experience is not guaranteed and players will turn on eachother when agreement cannot be reached." This occurs in both MOBAs as well as MMOs,according to players.
• As for where toxicity occurs most, at least according to answers from participants: voicechat, while being great to communicate effectively, is where toxicity is bound to occur most.Text chat tends to be more heavily moderated but especially in higher-end content andmore competitive games toxicity definitely occurs.
• How toxicity is expressed in-game: As stated previously, toxicity, according to some par-ticipants, often comes about due to a lack of team coordination and conflict. According toparticipants, this will lead to frustration and inevitably players will start to express toxicitythrough "explaining stuff in a bad attitude, giving tones to words that people do not likewhatsoever. Not only that, arguments between individuals are basically.." or by "resent-ment that presents itself in the form of future unwillingness to cooperate or an outrightdismissal of the make-believe rules through rage-quitting." These are only some examplesof how toxicity is expressed. Two forms that have not been discussed yet, actually mostlyoccur through the use of pings. Spam pinging, or the spamming of pings, is done by toxic
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players to annoy other players, making it very difficult to communicate. The meaning ofdifferent pings has also been repurposed to be more toxic (i.e. bait ping). Emotes are gener-ally considered to be milder than verbal communication, but there are instances of emotesthat were blatantly toxic to begin with according to participants, or were created to fuel thecompetitive spirit of players, such as the Taunt options in TF2 or the salt pouring emote inBrawlhalla.
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Chapter 6

Discussion
6.1. The state of communication in online video gamesTo answer this question, I looked at a mix of literature research and a selection of popular gamesto determine how games currently facilitate communication. To showcase this, I created an up-dated version of the model by Cheung, Chang and Scott (Cheung et al., 2012).

Figure 6.1: Updated framework on that by Cheung, Chang and Scott.
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This figure corresponds to the current state of communication design in games but does nottell the full story. Currently, mostly in competitive games, there is a transition happening be-tween the use of voice -and text chat and pings. This is done in a few ways. Either, pings areimplemented as an additional layer to these other channels, or communication is completely re-stricted, and pings are the only option. Many reasons from developers for these restrictions willboil down to toxicity. The complexity of a ping system varies per game. Some games, like ApexLegends, let you ping almost everything in-game. Other games, like Overwatch II and Leagueof Legends, have more limited options. There are also examples of games where restrictionsonly apply to specific game modes, or where additional systems are implemented based on thesegame modes. It is also very rare that games have every single option outlined in the chat. Someoptions, particularly chat macros, are primarily used in MMOs.

6.2. Players’ view on communicationOverall, players reported that games made it somewhat easy to communicate, even in the heatof the moment, and they had enough tools to do so (somewhat). However, other players did notnecessarily seem to use these tools effectively. Whether or not this hinders play at all is hard totell, as players did not necessarily feel at a disadvantage due to a lack of proper communicationtools, rather, using limited communication options to avoid toxic players is more common. Thisdoes not reflect research that suggested those that use pings report to perform better (Leavittet al., 2016). Then again, in most games at the end of the day, your skill as a player will mattermost of all, at least that is the sentiment that you often get from discourse online. This also ex-plains why there is commonly a need for things such as damage meters and other statistics. Itwould have been interesting to ask more in-depth questions about how players’ performance isimpacted by restricted communication and test this in a controlled setting, but this was not partof the thesis. The main case in which communication was slightly hampered was when dealingwith players who do not speak English, particularly among EU players. For this auto-translatefeatures in text chat should be expanded upon to bridge this barrier.
From the qualitative answers, one can conclude that voice chat is still considered a very impor-tant and efficient way to communicate. This does not correspond to the quantitative answers,where players reported not using voice chat that often, compared to other options. There are afew reasons for this: the first is that people who play with friends tend to use other applicationsfrom the in-game voice chat. The second reason could be quality issues, which used to be oneof the reasons players flocked from in-game solutions to third-party programs like Skype andTeamspeak, and nowadays Discord. Another reason could be the fact that voice chat is limited topre-made parties, such as in the case of League of Legends. Players who did not tend to play withfriends also tended to use voice chat less in that game. Lastly, toxicity is probably a big reasonwhy players do not necessarily want to use voice chat and did not feel very comfortable usingit. As for why players consider voice chat most efficient, this is most likely because in the sce-narios when voice chat is used well, with clean comms and very little toxicity, the fact that youcan quickly speak your mind will likely be faster than trying to type or trying to find the rightping. However, this is a best-case scenario and does not take into account the many hurdles andbarriers certain players have to overcome to even want to use voice chat in the first place. Voicechat seemed to not get muted that often, compared to what I expected. Voice chat in some gamesis muted by default, and since voice chat also reportedly was not used much compared to otherchannels, this also means that people do not need to go between muting and unmuting. In thiscase, most of the participants that answered questions about this channel played League of Leg-ends, which only has voice chat as an option for pre-made parties, and these same participantsalso did not tend to use voice chat. It was mostly players from other games that used voice chatmost often, but League of Legends definitely had more weight.
Pings and text chat were reportedly used most frequently. The results of this survey are most
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likely skewed towards both these channels since most games have them available in some ca-pacity. Pinging is still relatively new in most games, and this and the fact that some games havesystems that are quite prone to error (see 6.3.) explains why players were less likely to agree thatpings were easy to use compared to voice and text chat. Pings seem to be regarded as most im-portant at least in the quantitative answers. However, this might also be because developers areputting more and more emphasis on the use of ping systems in competitive modes especially,and because using pings removes the need to subject oneself to voice chat. Chat macros are re-garded less favourably across the board. In both League of Legends and FFXIV, where they areimplemented with the most complexity, the interface for both is seemingly very clunky and theinteractions were reported to be clunky, with input lag to boot. Pings and chat macros generallyget their contents displayed in the text chat tab, which is part of the reason why they are report-edly muted less often. But in some games, you simply cannot mute them in the first place.
As explained in the previous section, one can definitely see that there is a transition happeningbetween the adoption and use of voice and text chat in games and that of pings. Multiple resultsreflect this. Particularly table 5.5 and 5.6. Whether this means that pings will become the defaultway to communicate, or if this already is the case, is hard to tell. Particularly Apex Legends’ pingsystem has opened developers’ eyes to the different opportunities for how communication canbe moved away from the traditional (and more likely toxic) communication channels. However,there does seem to be a sense of reluctance from players to completely adopt such systems. Mostof the complaints I got from players about their respective games were from players that con-sidered themselves "gamers" with a score of 70 and up. There was some variation in terms ofwhat type of content one enjoyed, but what made these players similar was the number of hoursthey spent on their games and the fact that most of these players played other online games aswell. Other than those complaints, it seems that players, from what I have been able to tell, donot necessarily think about this topic much. Rather, players seem to fill in the gaps themselveswhen communication is lacking, through the use of third-party apps and mods, and creativeuses of already existing tools. This corresponds to the example in the research done by Chang,Cheung and Scott, where players are described to shoot to a location to signify it (Cheung et al.,2012). There is also a tendency to follow already existing in-game trends. Emotes do not seemto play a big part in this, at least not from the responses I got. It seems that emotes are more of away to socialise outside of combat, but not necessarily a way to communicate. To other players,it seems like emotes are more of a way to create and sell monetisable assets, rather than some-thing functional.
The most important theme among participants was not so much the design of the individualtools, but rather how other players used them and what could be done about it. This also reflectsresearch on the toxic use of pings, among other things (Kou, 2020). Moderation, both by playersas well as by developers was one of the most central themes seen in the answers from partici-pants. This makes sense, because having the ability to mute, block and report players is one ofthe only ways players are being given agency over what type of interactions they want to havewith players. Particularly, participants very often focused on chat filters as well as the ability tomute players. Furthermore, players mentioned specific pings and emotes that were consideredovertly toxic, either by design or by the way players used them.This theme being so prevalent also corresponds to the pillar system made by the ADL. This pillarsystem puts a lot of focus on the creation and implementation of report systems and commu-nity guidelines but does not address the ongoing trends and discussions discussed in this the-sis. From the results, one can say that more work needs to be done to also address the role thatcommunication design has on toxicity, and evaluate how toxic uses of pings can be curbed, and"toxic" pings can be reworked.
Overall, the results showcase that the attitude towards communication design in games is rela-tively neutral. There are complaints about specific issues, especially pertaining to the toxic useof tools as well as some design flaws that will be discussed in section 6.3.. Other than that, playerswere not incredibly enthusiastic about the way games facilitate communication, but aside from
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very specific instances, were not overly negative either. This might be because communicationis not necessarily regarded as an important game mechanic in some genres, or that most playersjust use what they have and fill in the gaps from there, but these reasons were not necessarilyexplored in this thesis.
6.3. Integration issues & RecommendationsAs previously stated, there is very little research on the design flaws ping systems have. Thequalitative results, as well as some samples of discussions on Reddit and my own experience,informed most of the recommendations in this section.To start out, it should be established that if developers want players to not feel pressured to usevoice chat or text chat, they need to include their ping system in the tutorial at the very least.Furthermore, if the ping system is not in the tutorial, at the very least add the controls on theHUD. One cannot be reliant on knowledge of previous games’ systems when the implementa-tions in these games can vary. For example, the ping systems of Apex Legends and Overwatch IIhave a lot in common, but there are also differences, especially when it comes to complexity.Ping wheels can also become quite crowded. The recent changes to the ping system in League ofLegends changed the existing ping system that was in place for ten years, with four pings, to amore recent version with eight pings. Whilst this does not seem like a massive change, partic-ipants reported using the wrong ping. This sort of design also can lead to ghosting, where youthink you selected a ping, but the game snapshots on a different one when moving the mouse,leading to accidental mistakes. That is not to say that suddenly every gaming company shouldnow get rid of ping wheels in their current form. But the way they snapshot, or how players canconfirm they have selected the right ping, should be improved upon.
To come back to Overwatch II, I would like to use a Reddit thread by user Serenus_Moonlight asan example of how ping systems can become more in-efficient to use for new players (Moonlight,2022a). In other games, participants reported that it was sometimes unclear what a specificping is used for. Certain pings can become quite ambiguous and lack intent, as such they canbe interpreted in many ways, but there are specific design-related issues that make this evenharder. As this Reddit user describes, Overwatch II uses a combination of two wheels, a pingwheel and a communication wheel. The communication wheel is a customisable wheel whichincludes emotes, dances, and voice lines which are either useful to communicate with your teammembers, or completely unrelated. The ping wheel is part of the in-world ping system and hasthe option to reply to team members’ pings. Currently, the ping wheel cannot be customised.What is strange about the two is that the communication wheel also includes options that willcreate markers in-game.
Overwatch II has two different types of pings: pings that are made on the location you are lookingat, and pings that will be created at your location or do not show anything in the in-game worldat all. The issue with line-of-sight-based controls is that players will have very little control overwhere markers are placed. If you are currently looking at an enemy location, and (accidentally)press "Fall Back", it will create a ping on the enemy location. There is also not a clear indicationof the distance a ping will be at when trying to create it. Overwatch II seemed to have a weirdpriority system when it comes to targeting enemies and objectives (Moonlight, 2022b). I per-sonally also noticed weird snapshots when trying to ping enemies as well.
Now some of the errors players face could potentially be fixed by rebinding certain pings. How-ever "button" bloat is an issue in quite a few games. I will use FFXIV as an example, specifi-cally their PvP mode. Whilst participants complained about inconsistencies when enforcing theterms of service at the cost of efficient communication of strategies, as well as an inconsistenttab-targeting system that does not work, something that also bothered some participants wasthe sheer number of buttons one had to bind to their keyboard. Furthermore, this game (sup-posedly) intentionally added input lag to (chat) macros, which from an anti-cheating point ofview could make sense, at least according to the participant that brought it up.
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Previously, I discussed that developers should incentivise players to use communication toolseffectively, as part of an in-game tutorial, or by means of offering ways to practice. But this ismore of an example of a game that gives players either no direction when it comes to facilitatingteam coordination, or very limited tools. In the large-scale PvP mode in FFXIV, there are no op-tions for quick chat, one can place markers, but they can be quite slow to place since they cannotbe macro’d. One can create sets of markers that can be placed on a map, but these markers aretied to the specific instance you are in. This means that with at least three instances that arecurrently in session, players have to make three sets. If they want to place them on their hot-bar, that is three additional buttons to use. Furthermore, since there is no option for quick chat,one is reliant on typing. From personal experience, the only time you will be typing anythingin PvP is when you are dead, dying, or outside of combat. As such, some players have createdmacros to indicate positions on the map, as well as when to go to certain positions. One is oftenreliant on these "shot-callers" to coordinate 24 players, and this sort of coordination can be tan-tamount when it comes to winning or losing games. In my results, macros were not necessarilyconsidered easy to use, which is another barrier to more people becoming such "shot-callers".However, the game itself does not incentivise or tell players to do this. This can inevitably causecommunication mismatches, which, as shown by results as well as by literature, can cause tox-icity to occur (Kou, 2020). Furthermore, macros can be considered disruptive by some playersbecause of the frequent use of audio cues to direct attention towards these call-outs (JustNaes,2019; Deadlyweapon, 2021). From personal experience, however, the macros used in PvP are dif-ferent from the inherently disruptive macros used by players to "meme".
In section 3, I discussed that complex in-game UI forces players to split their attention betweendifferent information systems, and how this can take players’ attention away from the game it-self. On the flip side, when placing in-game systems on an action-interaction spectrum, onecould argue that perceiving pings is an interaction that should not only be part of a player’sfocused attention, but also part of the periphery, and vice-versa (Bakker & Niemantsverdriet,2016). Quick chat in the small-scale PvP mode uses a combination of a short audio cue and textchat cues for players to communicate. Like Hearthstone, text chat is otherwise completely re-stricted, even before a match. This means players are reliant on these quick chat options. Thesequick chat options are individual buttons that need to be placed on the players’ existing hotbarsetups, hence the issue with button bloat. With these restrictions in place, supposedly due totoxicity reasons, players cannot reinvent other ways to add onto these communication systemsto make communication more effective according to their needs. One could argue that, unlikein a game like Overwatch II or League of Legends where team compositions are fixed in termsof which roles you are bringing to a game, the flexible nature of team compositions in FFXIV’sPvP would require some additional strategising to ensure that sub-optimal team compositionsat least have a chance of pulling through. For this reason, it is quite peculiar that text chat isnot available before a game. Furthermore, whilst the terms of service prohibits the use of modsand add-ons, the developers have very little know-how in who uses them, and who does not,meaning that players who use these add-ons to circumvent restrictions put in place will have anadvantage.
Furthermore, and this is subjective, but compared to other games, the quick chat options arequite generic (SweetPete, 2023). Aside from all quick chat options being put in the chat box,some quick chat options have a hard time properly communicating intent, or being drasticallydifferent from one another. For example, "Fall Back" is a chat cue, just like "Group Up". Butwhere to "Fall Back" or "Group Up" is another matter altogether. This could be fixed by allow-ing players to place markers on the map, which is a system that exists in-game already but isnot utilised here. Whilst you do not have to put every quick chat option on your hotbar, develop-ers should look towards ways to reduce pings that call out statuses of abilities and merge themwith the abilities themselves. Furthermore, one can potentially look towards other games andsee that there may be some options missing, especially those that ask for help from other players.
What a game like FFXIV does well, is allow players enough customisation to choose which op-
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tions to use and which options not to use. For one, one does not have to put all quick chat optionson their bar. This is something that participants who play League of Legends actually would havepreferred. It allows players to integrate communication options with their own play style. How-ever, if pings are to become a main form of communication, developers should at the very leastcreate a baseline for which pings are essential for coordination, and ensure that these pings suf-ficiently communicate intent, by adding the appropriate cues to do so, or by simply adding adictionary or, as I discussed previously, making them part of the tutorial.
To conclude, ping systems are an addition to already complex in-game UI design. If the in-tent is that players are incentivised to use such systems as a primary form of communication,they should be integrated and introduced to players in a way that players know the intent a pingis trying to convey, as well as how to properly use them. Communication and coordination areimportant aspects of reducing communication mismatches, and therefore toxicity. Therefore,these should become more essential skills, and players should be able to practice these skills.Communication should become a main skill in online gaming, rather than an afterthought, theconsequences of which players will have to deal with. But pinging to become a more essentialskill, ping systems should become something that is essential to use.
6.3.1. RecommendationsTo summarise, from the results of the survey, as well as my own experiences, I would recom-mend the following things when designing communication systems for games:
• In general, regardless of the available communication systems:

– Introduce communication tools to players from the beginning. If a developer wants toincentivise players to use a ping system, players need to be shown which options areavailable, what they are, and what the controls are. Make them part of the tutorial,and allow players to practice and get acquainted with using these options in a scenariooutside of combat.
– Ensure that there is a proper way to confirm which ping is being used and on whom orwhere to avoid mistakes by accidental snapshots. This could be done in multiple ways,but what matters is that there is a sequence of interactions that shows players beforethey place a ping, what it is targeted on before they confirm.

• When a game allows for voice chat or text chat:
– Be clear about proximity chat options and which players will get to read or hear whichmessages. Avoid using lore-specific jargon for this, such as in-game-specific distancemetrics that are not necessarily clear to players.

• When a game allows for pings on top of text chat/voice chat:
– Restricting text chat to combat toxicity is a matter in and of itself. However, one shouldkeep in mind that games with flexible team compositions might require additionalroom for strategy. Allowing for the use of text chat (party chat) before a match couldopen up some opportunities for this.
– Have a decent mix of visual, auditory and text chat cues. Especially when restrictingchat, or having the option to mute text chat, it is important that players are not con-stantly required to still glance over to the chat panel or have it in their field of view.Instead, place more cues in the player’s central attention.
– Be clear about which pings are going to show a marker on the map/screen, and whichoptions will only be heard as a voice line.
– Allow for a clear visual indicator for where a marker is placed before placing it. Anotheroption would be to allow for more control over where markers are placed.
– When designing location-based pings such as "Fall Back" or "Group Up!", add a vi-sual marker to the screen. As for how this marker should be placed, look towards theprevious recommendation.
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– When targeting enemies, teammates or items, have clear visual cues to show play-ers who or what is being targeted at that moment. One could even make it so that themoment the ping wheel is opened, the target is locked so that is less margin for error.
– To reduce button bloat, think of ways ability statuses can be pinged without needinga separate button for it.
– Allow for enough customisation that players can get used to interacting with the sys-tem in a way that fits their play style. When allowing for this, make the UI clear enoughso that players can easily find what they want to add or change.

6.4. Restricting communication to combat toxicityRestricting communication as a means to curb toxicity is a trend that is quite recent, and has hadits fair share of backlash. This is best illustrated by a conversation between League of Legendspro player Darshan and one of Riot’s developers Joe White (Fischer, n.d.). In it, Darshan describedthat when playing Valorant, having the option to use voice chat in solo-queue "humanises theexperience" of playing with strangers. He furthermore argues that "when we understand clearlythat the other player we are talking to is a human being and not just some pixels on a screen, wecan be a lot more understanding in our response". This is a stark contrast to the experience of, forexample, female players, who often have to deal with toxicity despite performing well becausethey are women. The idea of an opt-in voice chat option in League of Legends is something quitea few of my participants also wanted, even if they are not necessarily going to use it themselves.Whilst there is an argument that voice chat is quite efficient, the idea that it "humanises" ourin-game experience is a one-sided argument.
There is something to be said about restricting communication as an intervention, which is thatit is merely an intervention, not a solution. The idea that through alternatives like a ping systemthe verbal expressions of toxicity are reduced, because players feel less pressured to use commu-nication channels where toxicity is more prevalent is, from my results, valid. Players reportedthat they were less likely to experience toxicity through the use of pings (see table 5.10). Withthat being said, other expressions of toxicity are not being addressed with this. There are manyways in which players have created ways to use pings in a toxic way or circumvent restrictions.This means that any ways to spam pings or re-purpose their meanings in a toxic way shouldbe mitigated. If those openings exist, then those players that are toxic will inevitably use theseas opportunities to conduct themselves as such. The bait ping has been mentioned many timesduring this thesis, but it is a good and recent example of what exactly is meant by what I statedpreviously. Between the first time this ping was created and the time of finishing this thesis, Riothas tweaked the ping to have fewer resemblances to what players repurposed it as. Whether ornot this means that this ping will not be used in a toxic way remains to be seen, as these changeswere cosmetic in nature and potentially, one could argue the damage has already been done anda more substantial rework is in order. Another example is from a paper about Hearthstone byTurkay and Adinolf (Türkay & Adinolf, 2019). At the time this paper was written, Hearthstoneallowed players to communicate only through the use of pings and emotes and by default haschat turned off. This restricted chat was reported to be quite positively received since playersdo not necessarily get to see toxicity outright. However, players reported that there were manyplayers that tried to circumvent these restrictions, by showcasing other toxic behaviours. Oneexample cited in the paper was "friending to flame". How this occurs is that after a match, toxicplayers would friend their opponents, to then berate (flame) them through friend messages.Interestingly in this paper, the authors asked a similar question to this thesis, which is if silenc-ing players reduces toxicity in a game, as doing so reduces the socialisation aspects of a game.However, I wonder how much socialisation occurs in competitive games in the first place. Sincematches can be relatively short, and most games do not offer much in the way of communitybuilding in-game, most of this socialisation happens outside of the sphere of influence of devel-opers.
One could argue that these circumventions or repurposings are not intended by developers, and
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as such the blame is not on them for these design decisions. This is not the perception partic-ipants had. Even those participants that argued that restricting communication does not solvetoxicity, or that communication mechanics are not by design linked to this issue, argue that moreresponsibility should be placed on developers to facilitate community building. Toxicity is nor-malised in some gaming communities to the point that for some participants, toxic players willalways find ways to be toxic. The culture surrounding the game or game company will attractcertain types of players. Whether you try to restrict or optimise communication, if the culturesurrounding the game is toxic in the first place, it should not matter what interventions are put inplace. Then again, one could say that with that knowledge in mind, having free and open com-munication as an option enables toxic players even more, which is how you start getting intothis constant feedback loop. When looking at Overwatch II, which did not have a very pleasantcommunity in the first place, it would be interesting to see if the interventions Blizzard enactedactually reduced toxicity. When looking at Reddit posts on the topic, it does not necessarily seemto be the case and it has actually been suggested that it got worse. There are other factors as towhy this could be perceived as such, but these factors are outside of the scope of this thesis.
One could also take another approach, and allow for some ways for players to vent their frustra-tions. Whilst participants considered emotes to be milder than voice and text chat, some gameshave purposefully added ones that could be considered inherently toxic, but in a more harmlessway. An example of that is Brawlhalla. This F2P fighting game removed text chat completely af-ter having issues with toxicity and replaced all communication with emotes (taunts) and emojis(stickers). Emotes can be used during a match, whereas emotes are shown used after. Two par-ticular emotes, the salt pouring emote and the thumbs down emoji can be considered toxic. Butin the case of especially the thumbs-down emote, it can also come off as kind of childish, whichagain shows the ironic nature of being toxic online. Or as one participant put it " I feel it has cre-ated an easier vent for negative emotion after a game that does not involve insults. Sure, givingthe loser of the game a thumbs down is still not a nice move but it beats being spammed withcolourful languages in the chat.". This is not to say that developers should start intentionallycreating toxic pings or emotes, but it does show that there are ways for some harmless banterthat does not need to involve insults.
The answer to how restricting communication impacts the prevalence of toxicity has many fac-tors that come into play. It is important to note that this thesis only focuses on toxicity in-game,and not on broader issues of toxicity outside of the game environment, such as via social media.This thesis also only touched on the verbal expression of toxicity, so feeding and other gameplay-related actions were not taken into account. But back to communication, firstly, it depends onwhether or not communication is completely restricted to alternatives such as pings or emotes,or if these systems are just another layer on top of traditionally already existing ways. In theformer case, the prevalence of toxicity will be impacted by how much freedom players have tofreely communicate outside of matches, and how much freedom there is to be toxic using saidpings or emotes. In this case, having options to communicate freely after a match, or in DM’swill still give openings for players to flame their opponents. Restricting this will impact the abil-ity to socialise in-game. In the latter case, where pings are another way to communicate asidefrom voice and text chat, the ping system has to be comprehensive to the point that there is es-sentially no reason to use other options in the first place since you can communicate the mostimportant things through this channel. Furthermore, options to mute all other channels shouldbe available. This should, however, be done in a way that if you, for example, mute text chat,battle logs and important information related to the game are still visible. Regardless of whetheror not pings are another option to communicate or if they are the only way to communicate,said pings and emotes should be designed in a way that they do not become another annoyingvisual or audio cue to get spammed with, or have visual designs that could be interpreted in atoxic way unintentionally. The latter statement is vague, but for those that have played videogames for more than half their life, I think it is easy to see how League of Legends players saw afish hook or a question mark and decided their new meanings. Furthermore, I don’t think thereis anything wrong with harmless banter, or creating some mild ways to vent frustration. This
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can also expose the irony of toxic conduct. If these things are taken into account, players do notnecessarily have to deal with verbal expressions of toxicity, but whether or not other expres-sions of toxicity still occur is another matter in its entirety. But aside from that, ping systemsand restricted forms of communication are only some interventions in the bigger picture whenit comes to toxicity.
6.5. Limitations & Future WorkFrom the start of the thesis, I made the decision to keep the scope of this thesis as open as pos-sible, and not limit it to a specific game, or game genre. The idea was that because many gamesoffer some of the same communication tools, even if there might be some variety, it might bepossible to create generalisable recommendations for both the design of communication tools,as well as answer each research question. In doing so, this created a few issues.

1. Along different games, as well as different genres of games, there are varying definitions
of what is considered a ping, emote, macro etc. : This has created some confusion amongsome participants.

2. There was a definite skew among participants towards certain games: Particularly FFXIV,League of Legends and Valorant players dominated the results, and in the case of voice chatin League and emotes in FFXIV might have skewed certain values. One could, however, saythat most results will be generalisable.
3. Due to the fact that not every game offered the same communication options, as well as

some players not knowing about or using certain ones, I could not statistically validate
my results: Therefore, more emphasis was put on the qualitative results, with the quanti-tative results mostly providing context to those. For the sake of consistency, I also only useddescriptive statistics to describe the results in 5.1 since population-wise it would have beentoo complicated to find out if any of those results had any sort of significance. There wassimply too little variance among either, how many people considered themselves games,gender, age or how many hours people played a certain game to split these up into popula-tions to do any significance testing. If I were to split the results up based on game or evengame genre, this would have created very small divisions between 43 people to have thesetests be of any value, and these population sizes would have still had variance. Therefore itwas hard to do any significance testing as well as correlational testing.

4. Since I worked with self-reported data, to validate these results I was mostly left with....other
self-reported data, just from other resources. There is very little research on the issue thisthesis focusses on and most of the research focuses on either one game or has never had afollow-up paper written on it. Using data from Reddit or other social media channels alsotends to subject you to the vocal minority of players with heavily inflated opinions, whereasreviews from gaming media also tend to be hard to validate because of the clickbaity natureof some of these sites. Therefore, many of the conclusions drawn from this thesis are froma mix of resources, informal conversations with friends, as well as my own experience.

There were some alternative setups that could have given additional validation to the thesis re-sults. I could have chosen to focus on one game or one game genre. This would have lessenedthe variation in terms of options and would have still given quite generalisable results. Whichgenre this could have been would be quite hard, and it would have required specific sourcing ofparticipants. Another option would have been to design cognitive walkthrough tests to evaluategames and their communication features, either by myself or with participants. Due to the sheervolume of games that were part of the survey, this was just not feasible, even if every game wasfree because this would have required lots of time. This would require a different type of setupthat limits itself to one game or one game (genre). Furthermore, the question remains how oneobjectively evaluates communication features, since a lot of their uses are very situational andwhat might be considered problematic for me, might not be problematic from the perspectiveof another player. Furthermore, issues that arise during such an evaluation might be patched or
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fixed afterwards, even if these fixes are usually not large enough to account for the systematicdesign flaws that some systems are plagued with.Future work could try to replicate these setups, or the one in this thesis, and specifically focuson one genre to see if there are results that might give more concrete answers to the questionsoutlined here. Furthermore, it could try to integrate the recommendations found in this thesisinto prototypes that are similar to the games discussed in this thesis to evaluate the validity ofsaid recommendations. There could also be room for additional setups to measure the likelinessto be toxic or be perceived as being toxic using these systems. Lastly, this thesis focused on therelationship between communication features and toxicity prevention/mitigation. This was dueto the framing of ping systems in some games. However, and this is something that should beexplored further, ping systems, in their many forms, could also be considered part of designingfor accessibility. Whilst Apex Legends is often briefly mentioned as an example of a game thatdoes this well, future work could evaluate other games to see how they hold up.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
In this thesis. I aimed to contribute to research on toxicity in online games by looking into howcommunication design in online games impacts the prevalence of toxicity. Specifically, I wantedto see what players’ attitudes were regarding how communication is facilitated, as well as see ifrestricting communication or providing alternatives to traditional channels can be considered away to reduce toxicity. Furthermore, I wanted to use some examples of how communication isfacilitated in games to give recommendations to create better systems. To achieve this, I used amix of literature research, a survey, as well as my own experience to paint a clearer picture. As aresult of the literature research as well as some investigating into how some current titles facil-itate communication, I was able to create a model to illustrate how communication is currentlybeing facilitated. As a result of the survey, I found that players generally have quite neutral out-looks on communication in games. Where communication is lacking, players will be creative andcreate their own tools or use third-party ones. Most players regard moderation to be the mostimportant issue when it comes to toxicity, not so much the design of communication tools itself.As a result of the survey, I used three games to illustrate some of the issues with communicationdesign in games and gave recommendations on how developers could mend some of these issuesor keep them in mind when designing new systems. Lastly, I used some of the survey results aswell as some examples from literature and media to illustrate the ongoing discussion on whetheror not restricting communication impacts toxicity or not. Since the setup of the survey causedsome issues pertaining to the statistical validation of the quantitative results, future studies areneeded to further validate these results with alternative setups.
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Response Summary: 
 

Section 1. Research projects involving human 

participants 

  
P1. Does your project involve human participants? This includes for example use of 
observation, (online) surveys, interviews, tests, focus groups, and workshops where 
human participants provide information or data to inform the research. If you are 
only using existing data sets or publicly available data (e.g. from Twitter, Reddit) 
without directly recruiting participants, please answer no.  

 Yes 

  

Recruitment 

  
P2. Does your project involve participants younger than 18 years of age? 

 No 

  
P3. Does your project involve participants with learning or communication 
difficulties of a severity that may impact their ability to provide informed consent? 

 No 

  
P4. Is your project likely to involve participants engaging in illegal activities? 

 No 

  
P5. Does your project involve patients? 

 No 

  
P6. Does your project involve participants belonging to a vulnerable group, other 
than those listed above? 

 No 

  
P8. Does your project involve participants with whom you have, or are likely to have, 
a working or professional relationship: for instance, staff or students of the 
university, professional colleagues, or clients? 



 Yes 

  
P9. Is it made clear to potential participants that not participating will in no way 
impact them (e.g. it will not directly impact their grade in a class)? 

 Yes 

  

Informed consent 

  
PC1. Do you have set procedures that you will use for obtaining informed consent 
from all participants, including (where appropriate) parental consent for children or 
consent from legally authorized representatives? (See suggestions for information 
sheets and consent forms on the website.) 

 Yes 

  
PC2. Will you tell participants that their participation is voluntary? 

 Yes 

  
PC3. Will you obtain explicit consent for participation? 

 Yes 

  
PC4. Will you obtain explicit consent for any sensor readings, eye tracking, photos, 
audio, and/or video recordings?  

 Not applicable 

  
PC5. Will you tell participants that they may withdraw from the research at any time 
and for any reason? 

 Yes 

  
PC6. Will you give potential participants time to consider participation? 

 Yes 

  
PC7. Will you provide participants with an opportunity to ask questions about the 
research before consenting to take part (e.g. by providing your contact details)? 

 Yes 



  
PC8. Does your project involve concealment or deliberate misleading of participants? 

 No 

  

Section 2. Data protection, handling, and storage 

The General Data Protection Regulation imposes several obligations for the use 
of personal data (defined as any information relating to an identified or identifiable living 
person) or including the use of personal data in research. 

  
D1. Are you gathering or using personal data (defined as any information relating to 
an identified or identifiable living person )? 

 No 

  

Section 3. Research that may cause harm 
Research may cause harm to participants, researchers, the university, or society. This 
includes when technology has dual-use, and you investigate an innocent use, but your 
results could be used by others in a harmful way. If you are unsure regarding possible 
harm to the university or society, please discuss your concerns with the Research 
Support Office.  

  
H1. Does your project give rise to a realistic risk to the national security of any 
country? 

 No 

  
H2. Does your project give rise to a realistic risk of aiding human rights abuses in any 
country? 

 No 

  
H3. Does your project (and its data) give rise to a realistic risk of damaging the 
University’s reputation? (E.g., bad press coverage, public protest.) 

 No 

  
H4. Does your project (and in particular its data) give rise to an increased risk of 
attack (cyber- or otherwise) against the University? (E.g., from pressure groups.) 

 No 



  
H5. Is the data likely to contain material that is indecent, offensive, defamatory, 
threatening, discriminatory, or extremist? 

 No 

  
H6. Does your project give rise to a realistic risk of harm to the researchers? 

 No 

  
H7. Is there a realistic risk of any participant experiencing physical or psychological 
harm or discomfort? 

 No 

  
H8. Is there a realistic risk of any participant experiencing a detriment to their 
interests as a result of participation? 

 No 

  
H9. Is there a realistic risk of other types of negative externalities? 

 No 

  

Section 4. Conflicts of interest 

  
C1. Is there any potential conflict of interest (e.g. between research funder and 
researchers or participants and researchers) that may potentially affect the research 
outcome or the dissemination of research findings? 

 No 

  
C2. Is there a direct hierarchical relationship between researchers and participants? 

 No 

  

Section 5. Your information. 
This last section collects data about you and your project so that we can register that 
you completed the Ethics and Privacy Quick Scan, sent you (and your supervisor/course 
coordinator) a summary of what you filled out, and follow up where a fuller ethics review 
and/or privacy assessment is needed. For details of our legal basis for using personal 



data and the rights you have over your data please see the University’s privacy 
information. Please see the guidance on the ICS Ethics and Privacy website on what 
happens on submission.  

  
Z0. Which is your main department? 

 Information and Computing Science 

  
Z1. Your full name: 

Ilham El Bouhattaoui 

  
Z2. Your email address: 

i.elbouhattaoui@students.uu.nl 

  
Z3. In what context will you conduct this research? 

 As a student for my master thesis, supervised by:: 

Julian Frommel 

  
Z5. Master programme for which you are doing the thesis 

 Game and Media Technology 

  
Z6. Email of the course coordinator or supervisor (so that we can inform them that 
you filled this out and provide them with a summary): 

j.frommel@uu.nl 

  
Z7. Email of the moderator (as provided by the coordinator of your thesis project): 

gmt-ethics@uu.nl 

  
Z8. Title of the research project/study for which you filled out this Quick Scan: 

Working title: Investigating the link between in-game chat features and toxic behaviour 
in video games 

  
Z9. Summary of what you intend to investigate and how you will investigate this (200 
words max): 

The purpose of this survey is to answer the first two research questions of my thesis: 
1. How do players currently experience communication in games? 
2. How do players currently experience the use of visual and auditory cues for 
communication in games? 
What the end goal of the survey is to get some recommendations on how to better 
improve these communication features in online multiplayer games. These 
recommendations will then be tested in a second experiment which has yet to be set 
up. 



  
Z10. In case you encountered warnings in the survey, does supervisor already have 
ethical approval for a research line that fully covers your project? 

 Not applicable 

  

 

Scoring 

 Privacy: 0 
 Ethics: 0 
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Informed Consent

Welcome and thank you for filling in this survey.
 
This survey is part of a larger study on toxicity in gaming. For this study, we are
interested in understanding the relation between toxicity in video games and the
available communication methods present in a game. For this study, you will be
presented with information relevant to the following topics: in-game controls,
communication methods and toxicity.  Then, you will be asked to answer some
questions about it. Your responses are anonymised, in the sense that no names shall be
attached to the answers to your questions. The only personal information that will be
collected are age, gender, country of residence and information related to in-game
servers you play in.

The study should take you around 15 minutes to complete. Your participation in this
research is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at any point during the study. The
Principal Investigator of this study can be contacted at
i.elbouhattaoui@students.uu.nl for any questions concerning this research, the data
collected, and the questions themselves. 

That being said, please read the following statements, and confirm that you have read
and understood the project:
 

I confirm that I am 18 years of age or over.

 

I confirm that the research project has been explained to me. I have had the
opportunity to ask questions about the project and have had these answered
satisfactorily. I had enough time to consider whether to participate.
I consent to the material I contribute being used to generate insights for the
research project.
I understand that some potentially personal data will be collected from me and
that this information will be held confidentially so that only Ilham El Bouhattaoui
will have access to this data and is able to trace the information back to me
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personally. The information will be on Qualtrics for up to the end of this thesis after
which period it will be anonymised. In accordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) I can have access to my information and can request my data
to be deleted at any time during this period.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary and that I may
withdraw from the study at any time without providing a reason, and that if I
withdraw any personal data already collected from me will be erased. I
consent to allow the fully anonymized data to be used in future publications and
other scholarly means of disseminating the findings from the research project. I
understand that the data acquired will be securely stored by researchers, but that
appropriately anonymized data may in future be made available to others for
research purposes.
I understand that the University may publish appropriately anonymized data in
appropriate data repositories for verification purposes and to make it accessible to
researchers and other research users.

 

General questions

What is your age?

Gender: How do you identify? 

I confirm that I have read and understood the above statements, and agree to
participate in the study

Man

Woman

Non-binary

Prefer to self-describe

Prefer not to say
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Most games are divided in the following regions: 

NTSC-U/C – The Americas (North and South)
NTSC-J – Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Southeast Asia
NTSC-C – mainland China
PAL – Europe, Australia, New Zealand, India, South Africa
OTHER: Africa, Central Asia

Which of these regions do you live in and specifically which country? An example of an
answer could be: PAL, Netherlands. 

On a scale of 1-100, how much do you self-identify as a gamer? 

Games

From this part of the survey onwards: you will be asked to think about one online
multiplayer game you play often and you want to answer questions about during this
survey. Please only use this game as an example, and not every game in a certain
genre. 

Which online multiplayer game that you play often do you want to answer questions
about?

What server do you play in? Please include the region and server name if you can. 

1: Not at all, 100:
gamer  

 
 1 100
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How many hours have you played ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}? If your game
does not have a way to display this particular statistic, please give an estimate to how
long you think you have played this game in hours. 

How many hours do you play ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} a week? 

Compared to other games you might choose to play, how often do you play
${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Do you play ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} more often with friends, or alone? 

Do you play other online multiplayer games like ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} or
is this the only game in this genre you play?

1: I only play this
game, 100, I mostly

play other games
 

 
 1 100

1: Only alone, 100:
Only with friends  

 
 1 100

Yes - Same genre

No - I don't play other online multiplayers

No - Other genres
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How would you describe the in-game activities you enjoy most in
${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}? Are they more casual types of content or would
they be considered more "hard-core"? Please include the types of activities in your
answer. 

Do you play ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} with a controller, or keyboard and
mouse? 

What are things you dislike or think ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} could improve
when it comes to the gameplay/controls? Please explain your answer in as much detail
as you can.  

Communication: General questions

Please respond to the following statements about ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}:

Controller only

Keyboard and mouse only

A combination of controller and keyboard and mouse

I switch between input types

Other:
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Are there any things you feel could be improved about the selection of communication
tools in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}? If so, please explain.

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I think it is easy to
communicate in
game.

  

I find that the game
offers enough
options to
communicate with
strangers.

  

I feel like I can
quickly
communicate in the
heat of the moment.

  

I know the purpose
of each
communication
channel in game.

  

I have felt at a
disadvantage due to
a lack of appropriate
communication
tools in-game.

  

The game's
selection of
communication
tools is well-used by
other players.

  

The game has
enough options to
mute
communication
channels that I do
not need or want to
use.
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Do you feel that communication mechanics have an impact on the level of toxicity in
${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Game UI: Performance and communication

The following questions are specifically about communication tools in this game. This
part of the survey works as follows: We will present a few types of ways that games let
you communicate. For every tool you will need to answer
if ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} has this tool or not. After these questions, you will
be asked to answer specific questions about the implementation of said methods, and
your opinion on them. 

In-game voice chat: 
Voice chat is a feature in video games that allows players to communicate with one
another using their voices, typically in real-time. This feature is typically accessed
through a headset or microphone and enables players to have a more natural and
personal form of communication compared to text chat. Voice chat can be used for a
variety of purposes, such as sharing information, making strategic decisions, or simply
socializing with other players while playing the game. It is often seen as more immersive
and allows for quicker and more efficient communication than text chat. Voice chat is
commonly used in online multiplayer games, especially in first-person shooters and
other fast-paced games where quick and effective communication is key. Some games
also include the option to mute or adjust the volume of individual players' voice chats,
allowing players to control the audio environment they prefer.
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Question: Does ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} have the option for in-game voice
chat?

Please answer the following statement on voice chat
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

Yes

No

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent

  

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option
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What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of voice chat
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Text chat: 

Text chat refers to a feature in video games that allows players to communicate with
one another using written text messages. This communication takes place in real-time
and allows players to share information, make strategic decisions, and socialize with
one another while playing the game. Text chat is a common feature in many online
multiplayer games and can be accessed through an in-game interface, such as a chat
box or a menu. The messages are displayed on the screen in a scrolling list. Depending
on the type of game, you might encounter different types of text chat channels with
different purposes, such as All chat, that can be seen by all players on the in-game
server, or an Allied (Party) chat, which only your team can see. 

Question: Does ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} have the option for in-game text
chat?

Please answer the following statement on text chat
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

This option should
be removed   

Yes

No
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What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of text chat
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Emotes: 

Emotes are gestures that the player character performs in game. These can include but

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent

  

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option

  

This option should
be removed   
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are not limited to: facial expressions, gestures such as waving and nodding, dances, and
other in-game animations. 

Question: Does ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} have the option for emotes? 

Please answer the following statement on emotes in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

Yes

No

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent

  

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option
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What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of emotes
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Pings: 

Ping systems are relatively new to gaming. The idea of a ping system is that the game
provides players with easy options to communicate very basic things, in a quick and
intuitive way without using text or voice chat.

Examples of these include:

 Location markers or waymarks: These pings are placed on the in-game screen or
the map. These markers might be used to indicate the location of an enemy player,
or the part of the map that players need to go to in order to complete an objective.
They might also be used to indicate a safespot for a mechanic, or to indicate
safespots for different types of players.
Player markers: These pings are used to mark one-self, an allied player or enemy
player, depending on the objective of the marker. Players might mark themselves
to indicate that they are in need of help, because they are being attacked or they
died. Or, players might mark enemy players to indicate that these players need to
be attacked, or be ignored, since they might be dangerous.
Responses: Players might use pings to respond to other players, such as saying
"Ok" or denying a request by saying that they are busy with something else.
Indicating the status of an ability or spell: These pings can be used to indicate if an
ability is "ready" to be cast.  

 
Question: Does ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} have the option for these kinds of
pings?

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

This option should
be removed   
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Please answer the following statement on pings in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of pings
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Yes

No

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent

  

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option

  

This option should
be removed   
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Chat macros: 

Chat macros are very similar to pings in that they are ways in which players can
communicate things through ready to send messages without having the need to type
them. The difference between chat macros and pings in the context of this survey is
that chat macros are made by players, instead of provided to players by the game. 
Some games allow for total freedom on what you want to do with your macro, and even
allow you to include sound. 

Examples of how macros are used in game are: 

- Literally explain the mechanics of a fight: Macros can be used to quickly indicate
which safespots how a group is to resolve a raid mechanic. 

- Indicate spell status or use: Chat macros can be added to a certain ability, to indicate
that you are casting a spell. In some cases where limited spells can have a long
cooldown or cast time (such as spells to revive), this can be used to indicate that this
spell has been used so as to tell other players not to use it. 

- Silly stuff: Some players have used the freedom games have given them to create
macros to replicate or create their own emojis. 

Question: Does ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue} have the option for chat macros?

Please respond to the following statements on chat macros
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

Yes

No

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   
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What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of chat macros
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

These are all the communication options we wanted to cover that are available in most
games in some form. This survey is limited in the sense that we cannot cover every
possible option in every game. So this question is for those that feel that something is
missing or the questionnaire does not include something present

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent

  

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option

  

This option should
be removed   
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in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}. 

Are there any options for communication that are part of these categories that are
missing in this questionnaire? 

Which option is this, and could you describe how it is implemented in game? 

Again, please respond to the following statements on this implementation
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}

Yes

No

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I often use this
option while playing   

The controls to use
this option are easy
to navigate

  

I go between
enabling and
disabling (muting
and unmuting) this
option in game

  

This option is
important to have in
game

  

I feel comfortable
using this option   

I feel like this option
is well-
implemented

  

I have seen this
option be used with
bad intent
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What do you feel could be improved about the implementation of this option
in ${q://QID29/ChoiceTextEntryValue}?

Block 5

Last question, is there anything you wanted to add or talk about related to this topic
that was not covered in this survey? 

    
Strongly
disagree Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree Agree

Strongly
agree

I have used this
option with bad
intent

  

I have experienced
toxicity using this
option

  

This option should
be removed   
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